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Fast ForWord Reading Series
This chart demonstrates how  
Fast ForWord reading exercises are  
designed on a continuum to effect  
positive change in core reading skills .
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aligns to essential Reading Skills
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InTroDucTIon
What is Fast ForWord Reading?
Fast ForWord Reading is a reading intervention solution that develops reading skills through inten-
sive, adaptive software exercises. It is based on more than 30 years of research on how the brain learns 
and how this connects to language and reading. It increases processing efficiency and builds critical 
reading skills so districts get the most from their existing instructional approach.

Who shoulD use FasT ForWorD reaDInG?
Fast ForWord Reading software is for K-12 education institutions and clinical specialists worldwide 
whose students are reading below grade level.

WhaT Does FasT ForWorD reaDInG leVel 1 Teach?
Fast ForWord to Reading Level 1 is designed to build critical early reading skills, with an emphasis  
on phonemic awareness, early decoding skills, vocabulary knowledge and skills, and motivation for 
reading. The skills addressed include:

➤ Phonemic awareness
➤ Sound-letter associations
➤ Phonics
➤ Vocabulary
➤ Sentence comprehension
➤ Passage comprehension

The exercises also help students build cognitive skills and develop brain processing efficiency in four 
key areas: 

➤ Builds memory by developing the ability to hold a spoken word, sentence or passage in working 
memory while recalling letter-sound associations, vocabulary, punctuation rules or semantic infor-
mation from long-term memory.  

➤ Improves attention by requiring focused attention to listen while reading along and sustained 
attention across multiple passage segments and questions.

➤ Develops processing of images and sounds quickly enough to discriminate between  
their differences.

➤ Develops sequencing by using positional cues to identify missing letters, to reorder the letters of 
a ‘scrambled’ word or by tracking the temporal and causal event sequences in passages to answer 
comprehension questions.

Just as physical exercise increases muscle strength and efficiency, Fast ForWord Reading Level 1 
software exercises the brain, increasing its ability to learn better and faster. Each exercise targets and 
develops the processing efficiency needed for successful reading and learning.
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In addition to the computer-based instruction, activity strategies and materials are provided for teach-
ers. They can be used to provide guidance on appropriate student placement within the products as 
well as to give direct instruction, motivation, intervention, and supplemental instruction.  Some of 
the activities are designed as individual activities. Others are appropriate for small-group instruction 
or for integrating into classroom reading curriculum. Some of the activities are designed for specific 
students such as ELL, Special Education and struggling readers.

hoW Does FasT ForWorD To reaDInG WorK?
Four key components of this intervention product work together to create dramatic changes in brain 
function required to achieve universal literacy:

➤ Frequency and Intensity—Neuroscience research demonstrates that completing a set of learning 
tasks in a frequent, intense timeframe accelerates learning.

➤ Adaptivity—Exercises adapt with each key stroke to individual skill levels and responses, keeping 
students continuously challenged but not frustrated.

➤ Simultaneous Development—Exercises develop major cognitive and reading skills simultaneously 
to produce lasting improvements in learning.

➤ Timely Motivation—Tiered rewards are designed to maximize motivation from start to finish.

Online and offline activities combine to provide instructional opportunities and reinforcement that 
support each student’s journey toward reading proficiency.

hoW Does FasT ForWorD reaDInG helP  
sTruGGlInG reaDers?
The exercises challenge students to remain focused on completing the exercises to obtain the maxi-
mum benefit from the product. To lessen any distraction and discouragement, Fast ForWord Reading 
exercises include points and on-screen rewards that can be combined with motivational activities. 
These rewards and activities are effective ways to provide students with positive reinforcement. 
Rewarding students for their hard work encourages them to maintain sustained and focused atten-
tion. Motivation is a critical factor in whether students achieve the high levels of participation and 
completion necessary for success (80% or higher). Lab coaches, teachers, administrators and parents 
can work together to create an effective program for building intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.  

Timely intervention is key to supporting students’ effective performance on the exercises. Teachers 
can use informal and formal assessment strategies to identify when a student is experiencing difficulty. 
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WhaT KInD oF resulTs can Be eXPecTeD?
Students can achieve, on average, a 1 to 2 year gain in reading skills in 4 to 16 weeks using one of the 
prescribed protocols: 

Neuroscience research confirms the importance of frequency and intensity of activity to build and 
strengthen new skills. The research-based protocol recommended here ensures students receive fre-
quent and intense practice, while providing teachers with the flexibility to meet their instructional 
programs’ structure and objectives.

In addition, students often exhibit enhanced self-confidence, better communication, greater interest 
in learning, and improved mental agility and alertness, after working on these exercises.

ProTocols  
30 minutes per day 5 days per week 12 – 16 weeks
40 minutes per day 5 days per week 9 – 13 weeks
50 minutes per day 5 days per week 6 – 10 weeks
90 minutes per day 5 days per week 4 – 7 weeks
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The Learning Environment
Fast ForWord READINg Series can be used in a variety of scenarios within a school:

classrooM seTTInG In this scenario the teacher provides direct instruction using effective reading 
strategies to help students use the program before, during and after using Fast ForWord Reading. 
Often there may be a paraprofessional who may assist the students as they work on the computer 
while the teacher works with other students working on different activities.

➤ larGe GrouP - The teacher leads a discussion about the target skill(s) being addressed in  
Fast ForWord and demonstrates how the product works using a computer and large screen or  
projection system. Some of the teacher-directed offline activities, such as stories read aloud or 
practice with word lists or families, also may be done with a large group.

➤ sMall GrouP - Students are given the directions in a small group by the teacher. Then each child 
goes to the computer to work on individualized exercises, adapted to the student’s ability.  
As students finish, they may work on offline activities in small groups that support the exercises 
completed on the computer or prepares the student for the next exercise. 

➤ InDIVIDual sTuDenT – A student works on an individualized program either in the classroom  
or in a pull out program using the software and the offline activities.

coMPuTer laB  Students work on the program in the computer lab where there are many comput-
ers. The Lab Coordinator or a paraprofessional may guide the student as needed.

MeDIa cenTer  This scenario works similar to the Computer Lab environment. Students work inde-
pendently with assistance as needed from the media specialist or a paraprofessional.

No matter where Fast ForWord Reading is used, it is important to have a smooth implementation. 
Each station where a student works on the software should have the following elements:

❏ Computer with the minimum technical requirements

❏ Two sets of high-quality stereo headphones – one for the student, one for the teacher

❏ One Y-adapter for the headphones – This allows the teacher to listen to the student as he is  
working on the software.

❏ Headphones plugged into the computer with the Y-adapter

❏ Access to a printer

❏ Internet connection

The station should be located in such a way that the teacher/coach/aide can easily observe the stu-
dent’s progress and intervene if he is struggling with the exercise.

There should also be room for the student to do paper and pencil seatwork on offline activities  
when finished with the online exercises as students may work at different speeds to complete  
their assignments.
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saMPle learnInG sTaTIon
Here is a sample configuration of a learning station:

Partition

Clutter-free desk 
or table

Non-swivel 
chair

Computer

Stereo Y-adapter

2 sets of stereo head-
phones for  
student and teacher
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Product Overview
Task/Theme contents Targeted skills

Bear BaGs — PhoneMIc aWareness

sort words into phoneme-based 
categories .

Initial consonants, final conso-
nants, short and long vowels

•	Memory—working	memory
•	 Attention—focused	attention
•	 Processing—build	auditory	processing	skill	by	distinguish-

ing speech sounds and learning to recognize their differ-
ences

FlyInG FIsh — DecoDInG

click the written word that 
matches the spoken word .

•	 Top	200	high	frequency	
words	from	Francis	&	 
Kucera norms

•	 Top	200	from	Reading	
Teacher’s	Book	of	Lists	(+49)

•	 All	K-1st	grade	level	Dolch	
sight	words	(+28)	

•	Memory—working	memory	and	long-term	memory
•	 Attention—sustain	attentional	focus	while	monitoring	a	
stream	of	possible	answers	for	the	correct	word

•	 Processing—auditory	and	visual	processing

QuaIl MaIl — DecoDInG

sort words into different  
categories .

Basic thematic, linguistic  
and descriptive categories  
of	words.

•	Memory—hold	a	spoken	word	in	working	memory	while	
forming	associations	between	picture,	spoken	word,	 
and	written	word	and	recalling	semantic	information	to	
categorize the word

•	 Attention—focused	attention
•	 Processing—auditory	and	visual	processing

MaGIc raBBIT — sPellInG

complete words by filling in miss-
ing letters or unscrambling letters 
to spell a word .  

cVcs with highly regular 
spellings	(3	letters	with	 
and	without	silent	“e”)

•	Memory—hold	a	spoken	word	in	working	memory	while	 
recalling	letter-sound	associations	from	long-term	memory

•	 Attention—focused	attention
•	 Processing—auditory	and	visual	processing
•	 Sequencing—use	positional	cues	to	identify	a	missing	
letter	or	reorder	the	letters	of	a	“scrambled”	word

BeDTIMe BeasTIes — senTence coMPrehensIon

select correct word and  
corresponding picture to  
complete the sentence .

•	 Core	set	of	common	nouns
•	 Punctuation
•	 Capitalization	of	initial	

words, names, and the 
pronoun “I”

•	Memory—hold	an	incomplete	sentence	in	working	
memory while recalling vocabulary and punctuation 
rules	from	 
long-term memory

•	 Attention—sustained	attention
•	 Processing—auditory	and	visual	processing
•	 Sequencing—using	word	order	to	comprehend	sentences	
and	help	identify	the	missing	parts

Buzz Fly — ParaGraPh coMPrehensIon
Answer	questions	relating	to	
each passage read aloud by the 
computer .

•	 K-2	level	fiction	&	non-fiction	
passages

•	What,	Where,	Who,	When	
and	Why	questions

•	Memory—use	both	working	memory	and	long	term	
memory to integrate and comprehend passage segments, 
and	to	recall	the	gist	and	details	to	answer	questions

•	 Attention—use	divided	attention	to	listen	while	reading	
along; sustain attention across multiple passage segments 
and	questions	

•	 Processing—coordinate	the	auditory	and	visual	process-
ing	of	two	perceptual	streams:	speech	and	written	text

•	 Sequencing—track	temporal	and	causal	event	sequences	 
in passages
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Fast ForWord Reading Level 1 Exercises

Bear BaGs
Bear Bags uses categorization to help improve phonemic awareness, 
understanding	of	the	alphabetic	principle,	and	decoding	skills.	The 
student helps Mama Bear make lunch by sorting pictures or words 
into the appropriate phoneme-based categories

MaGIc raBBIT
Magic rabbit uses spelling and word building to help increase 
sensitivity to letter-sound correspondences . The student helps the 
magician change one word into another by choosing the correct let-
ter to spell the word .

FlyInG FIsh
Flying Fish helps develop decoding skills, auditory memory, and the 
visual	identification	of	words	as	the	student	recognizes	and	selects	
target	words	within	a	series	of	other	words.	The	student	also	works	on	
visual	tracking	to	strengthen	left-to-right	reading	patterns.

QuaIl MaIl
Quail Mail improves vocabulary and encourages flexibility during 
reading as the student sorts words into their appropriate semantic 
and linguistic categories .

BeDTIMe BeasTIes
Bedtime Beasties improves sentence comprehension and vocabulary 
skills as the student completes sentences by selecting the most ap-
propriate response to fill in the blank .

Buzz Fly
Buzz Fly helps develop listening comprehension and working 
memory as the student listens to passages while reading along and 
then	answers	multiple-choice	questions.
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beaR
bagS

Goal
➤ To build skills in phonemic awareness, the  

understanding of the alphabetic principle  
(phonics), and decoding of one-syllable words.

oBJecTIVes
➤	 Categorize	one-syllable	words	by	initial,	final	and	

medial sounds.
➤ Understand highly decodable one-syllable words  

with paired presentation of print and speech.

sKIlls
 build Cognitive SkillS
 ➤ Memory – working memory
 ➤ Attention – focused attention
 ➤  Processing – auditory processing skills to  

distinguish speech sounds and learn  
to recognize their differences

 Reading/language aRtS SkillS
 ➤  Phonemic Awareness – Categorize one-syllable  

words	by	initial,	final,	and	medial	sounds.
 ➤  Sound-letter correspondence – Repeated  

exposure to highly decodable one-syllable words  
with paired presentation of print and speech.
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reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Distinguish initial, medial, and final sounds in single-syllable words. 
➤ Distinguish long- and short-vowel sounds in orally stated single-syllable words (e.g., bit/bite).

How Students Work on Bear Bags
In Bear Bags, the student is asked to help Mama Bear sort words (on pieces of toast) into phoneme-
based categories (lunch bags). The words will be sorted on the basis of the phoneme in the position 
currently targeted. The target phoneme could be the initial or final consonant, or the medial vowel. 

When the student clicks the yellow paw, phoneme categories appear on the lunch bags and a description  
of each category is read aloud. A piece of toast pops out of the toaster and displays a picture and 
word. The word is read aloud. The student must determine into which category the word fits, and 
then click that category bin (lunch bag). As the exercise progresses, the words are presented aurally 
and as text but without the accompanying pictures. The student can click the speaker buttons next 
to each lunch bag to repeat the category description aloud, or click the yellow paw to hear the word 
repeated aloud. 

How Students Progress through Bear Bags
Students progress through Bear Bags based on the type of phoneme to sort by and the position of that 
phoneme within each word at a given difficulty level. The difficulty level is determined by whether the 
alternate responses are phonetically dissimilar (easier) or phonetically similar (more difficult). Additionally, 
for each category group, at each difficulty level, students will progress from sorting words accompanied by 
pictures, to sorting only words.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar
Category bags, left to right Number keys 1 through 4 
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BeAR	BAgS	PRoviDeS	PRACTiCe	WiTh	The	FoLLoWing	PhoneMeS:
iniTiAL	ConSonAnTS: Phonetically dissimilar alternate responses 
➤ Category groups {t,m,s,g}, {d,c,r,f }, {p,l,h,j}, {b,k,n,w}

FinAL	ConSonAnTS:	Phonetically dissimilar alternate responses 
➤ Category groups {g,m,b,t}, {d,n,p,g}

shorT VoWels (Medial) 
➤ Category groups {a,e,i,o}, {u,e,i,o}

iniTiAL	ConSonAnTS:	Phonetically similar alternate responses 
➤ Category groups {b,p,d,t}, {h,g,k,j}, {f,c,s,w}, {m,n,l,r}

FinAL	ConSonAnTS:	Phonetically similar alternate responses 
➤ Category groups {d,b,p,t}, {m,n,g,b}

lonG VoWels (Medial) 
➤ Category groups {a,e,i,o}, {a,i,o,u}

How Students Advance in Bear Bags
Bear Bags exposes students to progressively larger numbers of words in progressively more phoneme 
categories. Initially, pictures are presented along with the words to be sorted. Then, only words  
(without pictures) are presented, and are sorted into the same group of categories.

➤ When starting to sort a new group of phonemes, Bear Bags presents two different phoneme  
categories (/t/ and /m/) from the first category group (Initial Consonants: {t,m,s,g}). The student 
then sorts 8 different pictures/words (such as tag and man) into these 2 categories. (noTe:	The first 
time the student enters the exercise, he or she is introduced to the task by sorting only 4 words 
into a single category. This group of trials is not evaluated.)

➤ After the 8 words have been sorted, Bear Bags evaluates that group of trials. If the student has 
sorted 100% of the words correctly, Bear Bags adds 2 more categories and more items to be sorted 
until the student is sorting 20 pictures/words into the 4 different categories.

➤ After the 20 pictures/words have been sorted, Bear Bags evaluates that group of trials. If the student 
has sorted 90% of the trials correctly for the current category group, Bear Bags presents 20 words 
(without pictures) to be sorted into the same 4 categories.
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➤ After the 20 words have been sorted, Bear Bags evaluates that group of trials. If the student has 
sorted 90% of the word-only trials correctly for the current category group, Bear Bags advances 
to a Fluency Round. The student sorts words into the same 4 categories, but each trial now has 
a time limit. Each Fluency Round lasts only 1 minute and the trials are not counted towards 
advancement. The Fluency Round provides the student extra practice and the opportunity to earn 
more points. After the Fluency Round ends, Bear Bags advances to the next category group and 
begins again with 2 categories and 8 pictures/words. 

If the student fails to meet the criteria to pass a group of trials, the group repeats up to 2 more times 
to allow the student 3 attempts at mastery.

When sorting 8 pictures/words into only 2 categories, if the student does not sort all of the words 
correctly after 3 tries, Bear Bags presents the other 2 categories in the category group and the student 
gets 3 tries to correctly sort 8 new pictures/words into those categories.
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MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a group of trials, Bear Bags transitions 
the student to the next category group. At the end of the exercise, those category groups which were not 
passed are repeated, using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were originally 
presented. The student will continue to work on these category groups until mastery is achieved.

PoInTs aWarDeD In Bear BaGs
Bear Bags awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤ CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 1 point for each trial that is completed correctly.

➤ BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 11 trials correctly, Bear Bags rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.
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caTeGory {T, M, s, G}

Target  
Sound: t Target  

Sound: m Target  
Sound: s Target  

Sound: g
tub
tug
tag
top
tip
tin
tack
ten
tube
tape
time

mop
moon
man
mug
met
mat
map
mad
mud
make
mine

sun
seal
set
sit
sip
sock
sad
sat
sum
safe
side

goose
got
gas
gum
gag
goat
gear
gap
gate
game
gave

 
caTeGory {D, c, r, F}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: c Target  
Sound: r Target  

Sound: f
dog
did
dad
dot
dig
dip
duck
dune
dime
date
dude

cup
cab
can
cat
cap
cop
cut
cave
cone
cake
came

ram
red
rip
rag
run
ran 
rat
rot
rule
rake
rope

five
fit
fed
fan
fig
fat
fog
fin
fun
fade
fad

 

caTeGory {P, l, h, J}

Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: l Target  
Sound: h Target  

Sound: j
pig
pit
pin
pen
pan
pat
pot
pet
pop
pup
pipe

log
lot
let
lit
leg
lip
lamb
life
like
lake
leaf

hat
hot
hit
him
ham
hop
hen
hug
home
hope
hide

jug
jog
jig
jeep
jam
jab
job
juice
jet
joke
jute

caTeGory {B, K, n, W}

Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: k Target  
Sound: n Target  

Sound: w
bed
bus
but
bat
bug
bag
bib
bad
big
bake
bone

kite
keg
kid
kin
kit
kale
king
kiss
kick
keep

nut
not
nod
nose
night
nap
nip
neck
name
note
nine

wig
web
wheel
wet
win
wit
wave
wide
wife
worm
wipe

PhoneTIcally DIssIMIlar alTernaTe resPonses
InITIal consonanTs 

Bear Bags Content
Bear Bags provides practice with the following phonemes: 

➤ Initial Consonants ➤ Short Vowels (Medial) 
➤ Final Consonants ➤ Long Vowels (Medial)
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FInal consonanTs

caTeGory {G, M, B, T}

Target  
Sound: g Target  

Sound: m Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: t
pig
fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tag
bug
jug
wig
big

ram
jam
ham
him
gum
sum
clam
home
name
game
dime

tub
cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
cub
tab
jab
web

hat
bat
jet
pot
nut
cat
rat
not
vet
note
kite

  

caTeGory {D, n, P, G}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: g
bed
red
head
bead
bad
sad
did
kid
mud
hide
side

sun
can
man
ten
van
pen
fin
bone
vine
cone
dune

cup
cap
map
mop
top
tip
lap
pup
lip
pipe
rope

pig
fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tag
bug
jug
wig
big

caTeGory {a, e, I, o}

Target  
Sound: a Target  

Sound: e Target  
Sound: i Target  

Sound: o
hat
ram
van
bat
bag
can
cat
cap
man
map
rat

bed
jet
pen
red
ten
men
get
set
let
web
hen

pig
fig
bib
rib
wig
fin
him
did
big
hit
fit

dog
log
mop
not
got
job
top
sock
hot
fog
hop

caTeGory {u, e, I, o}

Target  
Sound: u Target  

Sound: e Target  
Sound: i Target  

Sound: o
cup
jug
nut
sun
tub
bus
bug
but
run
cut
fun

bed
jet
pen
red
ten
men
get
set
let
web
hen

pig
fig
bib
rib
wig
fin
him
did
big
hit
fit

dog
log
mop
not
got
job
top
sock
hot
fog
hop

shorT VoWels
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FInal consonanTsPhoneTIcally sIMIlar alTernaTe resPonses
InITIal consonanTs

caTeGory {B, P, D, T}

Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: p Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: t
bed
bus
but
bat
bug
bag
bib
bad
big
bake
bone

pig
pit
pin
pen
pan
pat
pot
pet
pop
pup
pipe

dog
did
dad
dot
dig
dip
duck
dune
dime
date
dude

tub
tug
tag
top
tip
tin
tack
ten
tube
tape
time

 
caTeGory {F, c, s, W}

Target  
Sound: f Target  

Sound: c Target  
Sound: s Target  

Sound: w
five
fit
fed
fan
fig
fat
fog
fin
fun
fade
fad

cup
cab
can
cat
 .5ap
cop
cut
cave
cone
cake
came

sun
seal
set
sit
sip
sock
sad
sat
sum
safe
side

wig
web
wheel
wet
win
wit
wave
wide
wife
worm
wipe

 

caTeGory {h, G, K, J}

Target  
Sound: h Target  

Sound: g Target  
Sound: k Target  

Sound: j
hat
hot
hit
him
ham
hop
hen
hug
home
hope
hide

goose
got
gas
gum
gag
goat
gear
gap
gate
game
gave

kite
keg
kid
kin
kit
kale
king
kiss
kick
keep

jug
jog
jig
jeep
jam
jab
job
juice
jet
joke
jute

 
caTeGory {M, n, l, r}

Target  
Sound: m Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: l Target  

Sound: r
mop
moon
man
mug
met
mat
map
mad
mud
make
mine

nut
not
nod
nose
night
nap
nip
neck
name
note
nine

log
lot
let
lit
leg
lip
lamb
life
like
lake
leaf

ram
red
rip
rag
run
ran
rat
rot
rule
rake
rope
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caTeGory {D, B, P, T}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: b Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: t
bed
red
head
bead
bad
sad
did
kid
mud
hide
side

tub
cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
cub
tab
jab
web

cup
cap
map
mop
top
tip
lap
pup
lip
pipe
rope

hat
bat
jet
pot
nut
cat
rat
not
vet
note
kite

 

 
caTeGory {a, e, I, o}

Target  
Sound: a Target  

Sound: e Target  
Sound: i Target  

Sound: o
cake
lake
cave
bake
rake
wave
came
gave
name
game
fade

feet
seeds
wheel
jeep
teeth
deer
bees
trees
green
sleep
need

kite
vine
nine
five
like
life
pipe
ride
hide
bite
dime

bone
note
rope 
cone
home
hope
hole
joke
nose
vote
poke

 

caTeGory {M, n, G, B}

Target  
Sound: m Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: g Target  

Sound: b
ram
jam
ham
him
gum
sum
clam
home
name
game
dime

sun
can
man
ten
van
pen
fin
bone
vine
cone
dune

pig
fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tab
bug
jug
wig
big

tub
cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
cub
tab
jab
web

  

 
caTeGory {a, I, o, u}

Target  
Sound: a Target  

Sound: i Target  
Sound: o Target  

Sound: u
cake
lake
cave
bake
rake
wave
came
gave
name
game
fade

kite
vine
nine
five
like
life
pipe
ride
hide
bite
dime

bone
note
rope 
cone
home
hope
hole
joke
nose
vote
poke

tube
rule
tune
duke
boot
jute
moon
goose
dune
spoon

lonG VoWel

FInal consonanTs
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MagiC
Rabbit

Goal
 ➤  To build skills in spelling, phonemic awareness and sensitivity to  

letter-sound correspondence.

oBJecTIVes
 ➤  Develop	phonemic	awareness	of	initial,	medial	and	final	sounds	in	

singe-syllable words.
 ➤  Develop phonemic awareness of long- and short- vowel sounds in 

single-syllable words.
 ➤  Develop spelling skills of three- and four- letter  

short-vowel words.

sKIlls
 coGnITIVe sKIlls
 ➤  Memory – hold a spoken word in working memory while  

recalling letter-sound associations form long-term memory
 ➤  Attention – focused attention
 ➤  Processing – auditory and visual processing
 ➤  Sequencing – use positional cues to identify a missing letter or  

reorder the letters of a “scrambled” word
  

reaDInG/lanGuaGe arTs sKIlls
➤ Spelling — Select missing letter to complete word;  rearrange 

scrambled letter tiles to spell a word.
➤ Sensitivity to letter-sound correspondence and phonemic aware-

ness — Work with 3-letter words with highly regular spellings.
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reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Distinguish initial, medial, and final sounds in single-syllable words. 
➤ Distinguish long- and short-vowel sounds in orally stated single-syllable words. 
➤ Add, delete, or change target sounds to change words.  
➤ Spell three- and four-letter short vowel words correctly.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar 

Description
Magic Rabbit helps the student improve spelling skills and sensitivity to letter-sound correspondences 
in the following ways:

sPellInG 
•	 Sets	of	simple	spelling	words	are	presented	as	word	pairs	where	switching	a	single	letter	turns	one	

word into the other (e.g. hat to bat).  The student must either select the missing letter to complete 
a partially spelled word or rearrange scrambled letters to spell a word.

•	 Word	chains	where	the	above	skills	are	applied	through	word	families.

sensITIVITy To leTTer-sounD corresPonDences anD PhoneMIc 
aWareness
•	 Aurally	and	visually	presents	3	letter	words	with	highly	regular	spellings.

•	 Trial	feedback	is	provided	as	students	manipulate	single	letters	to	change	the	sounds	and	the	words.

How Students Work on Magic Rabbit
In Magic Rabbit, the student helps the magician change one word into another by choosing the correct 
letter to spell the word. In the early levels, the student clicks the yellow paw on the magic box to start. 
Magic Rabbit pronounces a word aloud and then displays the word on the table. The initial letter 
(onset) disappears and several new letters appear over the magician’s head (see below). A target word 
that rhymes with and has the same rime as the first word is then pronounced. One of the letters above 
the magician’s head completes the target word. The student must drag and drop that letter into its 
correct place to spell the 
word. Points are awarded 
for each correct answer.
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Later, the exercise presents a new task. A word is pronounced. Then, the exercise displays all of the 
letters that belong in the word over the magician’s head. The student unscrambles the letters to cor-
rectly spell the target word by placing the letters in the correct order on the table. Then, one of the 
letters on the table disappears. The student continues to spell new target words as they did earlier in 
the exercise. Points are awarded for each correct answer. 

In Magic Rabbit, words that are spelled correctly on the first try are worth more points; words spelled 
correctly on the second or third try are worth fewer points. After the third attempt to spell the word, 
the exercise displays the correct spelling and no points are awarded. For the trial to be evaluated as 
correct, the student must spell the word correctly on the first attempt. Bonus points are awarded after 
9 correct answers.

How Students Progress through Magic Rabbit
Magic Rabbit presents 3 spelling categories: initial consonants, final consonants, and vowels. The 
student progresses through these categories in the following manner:

LeveL	1:	The target letter is presented with easily discriminated alternate responses.

InITIal consonanTs 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {t, m, s, g}, {d, c, r, f }, {p, l, h, j}, {b, k, n, w}

FInal consonanTs 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {g, m, b, t}, {d, n, p, g}

VoWels 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 25 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {short a, long a, short i, long i, short u}, {short e, short o, long o, short u, long i}

MIXeD  
Word Chains: 20 chains of 10 words selected from all the words previously presented; the target letter may 
be a beginning or final consonant, or a vowel.

LeveL	2:	The target letter is presented with alternate responses that are difficult to discriminate.

InITIal consonanT 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {b, p, c, t}, {c, g, k, j}, {f, h, s, w}, {m, n, l, r}

FInal consonanTs 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {d, m, p, t}, {m, n, b, g}
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VoWels 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 25 word pairs are presented. 
➤ {short a, short o, short i, long i, short e}, {short a, short o, short u, long o, short o}

MIXeD  
Word Chains: Chains of 10 words selected from all the words previously presented; the target letter may be 
a beginning or final consonant, or a vowel.

How Students Advance in Magic Rabbit

WorD PaIrs 
In Word Pairs, Magic Rabbit presents 20 word pairs, where the target letter is from the first group of 
letters in the first category (e.g., initial consonants). After the student has completed all the trials for 
that group, Magic Rabbit evaluates the trials.

➤ If the student has completed the spelling of at least 90% of the words correctly, Magic Rabbit 
advances to the next group of trials.

➤ If the student does not achieve 90% correct, the group of trials is repeated for up to 3 attempts. 

WorD chaIns
In Word Chains, Magic Rabbit presents one scrambled word trial that begins a chain of 10 single 
word trials. After the student completes this group of trials, the trials are evaluated. (noTe:	The scram-
bled word trial is never evaluated for progression.)

➤ If the student has completed the spelling of at least 90% of the words correctly, Magic Rabbit 
advances to the next word chain.

➤ If the student does not achieve 90% correct, the group of trials is repeated for up to 3 attempts.

learnInG TrIals
If the student answers a question incorrectly, the question is repeated as a learning trial, with that 
incorrect answer disabled. The student is given up to 2 learning trials on a failed question, but these 
do not count towards advancement. Rather than giving away the answer after students fail an item, 
the learning trials give struggling students the chance to find the answer for themselves, with addi-
tional support.
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MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a group of trials, Magic Rabbit 
transitions the student to the next category group. At the end of the exercise, those category groups 
which were not passed are repeated, using the same progression and rules of advancement as when 
they were originally presented. The student will continue to work on these category groups until 
mastery is achieved.

PoInTs aWarDeD In MaGIc raBBIT
Magic Rabbit awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤ CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 7 points for each trail that is correctly completed. The 
student earns 1 point for each learning trial that is correctly completed.

➤ BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 10 trials correctly, Magic Rabbit rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.
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caTeGory {G, T, M, s, }

Target  
Sound: g Target  

Sound: t Target  
Sound: m Target  

Sound: s
get
got
gum
gag
gab
gut
gap
gate
game
gave

tug
tag
top
tip
tin
ten
tan
tape
time
take

men
man
mug
met
mat
map
mad
mud
make
mine

sag
set
sit
sip
sap
sad
sat
sum
same
side

 
caTeGory {D, c, r, F}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: c Target  
Sound: r Target  

Sound: f
did
dad
dot
dig
dip
den
dim
dime
date
dude

cab
can
cat
cap
cop
cut
cave
cone
cake
came

red
rip
rag
run
ran
rat
rot
rim
rake
rope

fit
fed
fan
fig
fat
fog
fin
fun
fade
fad

caTeGory {B, K, n, W}

Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: k Target  
Sound: n Target  

Sound: w
bed
but
bat
bug
bag
bib
bad
big
bake
bone

keg
kid
kin
kit
kale
kite

not
nod
nab
nag
nap
nut
nun
name
note
nine

wig
wed
wet
win
wit
wave
wide
wife
wag
wipe

caTeGory {P, l, h, J}

Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: l Target  
Sound: h Target  

Sound: j
pit
pin
pen
pan
pat
pot
pet
pop
pup
pipe

lot
let
lit
lap
lip
led
live
like
lone
log

hot
hit
him
ham
had
hen
hug
hat
hope
hide

jog
jig
jap
jam
jab
jog
jot
jet
joke
jug

l e V e l  1 
PhoneTIcally DIssIMIlar alTernaTe resPonses
InITIal consonanTs 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented. 

Magic Rabbit Content
Magic Rabbit presents three spelling categories: initial consonants, final consonants, and vowels. 
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FInal consonanTs
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented.

caTeGory {G, M, B, T}

Target  
Sound: g Target  

Sound: m Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: t
fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tag
bug
hug
dig
big

dim
gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
nab
tab
jab
web

bat
met
pot
nut
cat
rat
not
hat
fit
sit

  

caTeGory {D, n, P, G}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: g
wed
led
had
bad
sad
did
kid
mud
nod
bed

can
man
sun
tin
pen
fin
pan
kin
run
nun

cap
map
mop
rip
tip
lap
hip
lip
cup
sip

fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tag
bug
hug
dig
big

lonG anD shorT VoWels
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 25 word pairs are presented.

MIXeD
Word Chains: 20 chains of 10 words selected from all the words previously presented; the target letter 
may be a beginning or final consonant, or vowel. (No breakout of the 20 chains/10 words.)

caTeGory 
{shorT a, lonG a, shorT I, lonG I}

Target  
Sound: ă Target  

Sound: ā Target  
Sound: ĭ Target  

Sound: ī
ram
jab
bat
bag
hat
cat
cap
man
map
rat

cane
cape
fade
made
rate
tape
lane
lake
bake

pig
fig
rib
wig
fin
him
did
big
hit
fit

fine
kite
pine
ride
hide
bite
dime
like
time
line

caTeGory  
{shorT e, shorT o, lonG o, shorT u}

Target  
Sound: ĕ Target  

Sound: ŏ Target  
Sound: ō Target  

Sound: ŭ
jet

pen

red

ten

men

get

set

let

bed

pet

log

mop

not

got

job

top

lot

hot

fog

mom

lone

rode

note

hope

cone

pole 

rope

bore

mole

jug

nut

cup

rug

bud

bug

but

run

cut

fun
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leVel 2 
PhoneTIcally sIMIlar alTernaTe resPonses
InITIal consonanTs
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented.

caTeGory {B, P, c, T}

Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: p Target  
Sound: c Target  

Sound: t
bed
but
bat
bug
bag
bib
bad
big
bake
bone

pit
pin
pen
pan
pat
pot
pet
pop
pup
pipe

cab
can
cat
cap
cop
cut
cave
cone
cake
came

tug
tag
top
tip
tin
tan
ten
take
tape
time

 
caTeGory {F, h, s, W}

Target  
Sound: f Target  

Sound: h Target  
Sound: s Target  

Sound: w
fit
fed
fan
fig
fat
fog
fin
fun
fade
fad

hot
hit
him
ham
had
hen
hug
hat
hope
hide

sag
set
sit
sip
sap
sad
sat
sum
same
side

wig
wed
wet
win
wit
wave
wide
wife
wag
wipe

 

caTeGory {D, G, K, J}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: g Target  
Sound: k Target  

Sound: j
did
dad
dot
dig
dip
den
dim
dime
date
dude

got
gum
gag
gab
gut
gap
get
gate
game
gave

keg
kid
kin
kit
kale
kite

jog
jig
jag
jam
jab
jug
jot
jet
joke
jug

 
caTeGory {M, n, l, r}

Target  
Sound: m Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: l Target  

Sound: r
man
men
mug
met
mat
map
mad
mud
make
mine

not
nod
nab
nag
nap
net
nun
name
note
nine

lot
let
lit
lap
lip
led
live
like
late
log

red
rip
rag
run
ran
rat
rot
rim
rake
rope
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caTeGory {D, M, P, T}

Target  
Sound: d Target  

Sound: m Target  
Sound: p Target  

Sound: t
wed
led
had
bad
sad
did
kid
mud
nod
bed

dim
gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

cap
map
mop
rip
tip
lap
hip
lip
cup
sip

bat
net
pot
nut
cat
rat
not
hat
fit
sit

 
caTeGory {shorT a,  
shorT o, shorT I, lonG I}

Target  
Sound: ă Target  

Sound: ŏ Target  
Sound: ĭ Target  

Sound: ī
ram
jab
bat
bag
hat
cat
cap
man
map
rat

log
mop
not
got
job
top
lot
hot
fog
mom

pig
fig
rib
wig
fin
him
did
big
hit
fit

fine
kite
pine
ride
hide
bite
dime
like
time
line

 

caTeGory {M, n, B, G}

Target  
Sound: m Target  

Sound: n Target  
Sound: b Target  

Sound: g
dim
gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

can
man
sun
tin
pen
fin
pan
men
run
nun

cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
nab
tab
jab
web

fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tab
bug
hug
dig
big

  

 
caTeGory {lonG a, 
shorT e, shorT u, lonG o}

Target  
Sound: ā Target  

Sound: ĕ Target  
Sound: ŭ Target  

Sound: ō
cane
cape
fade
made
rate
tape
lane
lake
bake

jet
pen
red
ten
men
get
set
let
bed
pet

jug
nut
cup
rug
bud
bug
but
run
cut
fun

rode
note
hope
cone
lone
pole
rope
bore
mole

lonG anD shorT VoWels
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters below, 25 word pairs are presented.

FInal consonanTs 
Word Pairs: for each group of target letters listed below, 20 word pairs are presented.

MIXeD
Word Chains: Chains of 10 words selected from all the words previously presented; the target letter 
may be a beginning or final consonant, or a vowel.
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FlYing
FiSH

Goal
➤ To build decoding and word skills necessary  

for	fluent	reading.

oBJecTIVes
➤ Identify common, irregular sight words.
➤ Match spoken and written forms of most  

frequently used words.

sKIlls
coGnITIVe sKIlls
Memory – working memory and long-term memory
Attention – sustain attentional focus while  

monitoring a stream of possible answers  
for the correct word

Processing – auditory and visual processing

reaDInG/lanGuaGe arTs sKIlls
➤ Word recognition – Match the spoken and 

written forms of words that appear with high 
frequency in English print (200 highest frequency 
English words).
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Description
Flying Fish helps participants build skills necessary for fluent reading, such as decoding and word 
identification. The student is repeatedly presented with the 200 most frequently used words in writ-
ten English, and is required to distinguish among them and identify them. This exercise improves 
phonological working memory by requiring the student to remember a spoken word while attending 
to a series of written words, and selecting the word that matches. Flying Fish also provides practice in 
visual tracking to reinforce left-to-right patterns.

How Students Work on Flying Fish
Flying Fish provides practice in matching the spoken and written forms of words that appear with a 
high frequency in English print. The 200 highest frequency English words are covered in this exercise.

The student works with each set of words in 3 stages. At all stages, the task is to click the fish with the 
word that matches the word spoken by the pelican. In the first stage, the fishing pelican pronounces 
a word while the written word appears in a speech bubble. Then, as individual words are spoken, fish 
with words written on their sides fly across the screen. In the second stage the pelican pronounces a 
word, but the written word is not displayed. Then flying fish display written words, but these words 
are not pronounced. The third stage is the Fluency Round. The words are presented as in stage 2, but 
now the student works with 
words from multiple word 
sets. Possible responses are 
presented at increasingly 
faster rates.

How Students Progress through Flying Fish
Flying Fish progresses through 6 levels. Level 1 includes the very highest frequency words (e.g., the, 
of, and, that, was). Each subsequent level includes slightly lower frequency words. Level 6 includes 
the lowest frequency words covered in this exercise; however, even these words occur with a very 
high frequency in English print (e.g., eat, soon, less, blue, thank, enough). The presentation rate of the 
sequence of words varies. The sequence starts off slow and speeds up as the student advances through 

reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Read common, irregular sight words.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar 
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the exercise.

How Students Advance in Flying Fish
Flying Fish presents progressively lower-frequency words, requiring that the student master each word 
in 2 stages. 

The words are presented in groups of 10. In Stage 1, the student matches a word that is written and 
spoken with other words that are written and spoken.

➤ If the student matches 9 out of the 10 words correctly (90% accuracy), the student advances to Stage 2.

➤ If the student does not match 9 out of 10 words correctly, the set of words is repeated for the  
current stage. The student is given 3 attempts to pass the set of words and advance to Stage 2.

In Stage 2, the student works on the same set of words that were presented in Stage 1, but is now 
required to match spoken words with written words.

➤ If the student matches 9 of the 10 words correctly in Stage 2, the next set of words is presented. 
The student is given 3 attempts to pass this stage. 

➤ After the student meets the criteria for both stages of 4 sets of words, a Fluency Round is presented.

➤ Fluency Round: In the Fluency Round, words from the previous 4 sets are presented as in Stage 2 
and at the fastest rate. Each Fluency Round lasts only 1 minute and the trials are not counted towards 
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leVel 1 WorD lIsT
seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4 se T 5
the
of
and
a
to
in
is
you
that
it

he
was
for
on
are
as
with
his
they
at

be
this
have
from
or
one
had
by
word
but

not
what
all
were
we
when
your 
can
said
there

use
an 
each
which
she
do
how
their
if
will

leVel 2 WorD lIsT
seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4 se T 5
up
other
about
out
many
then
them
these
so
some

her
would
make
like
him
into
time
has
look
two

more
write
go
see
number
no
way
could
people
my

than
first
water
been
call
who
oil
its
now
find

long 
down
day
did
get
come
made
may
part
over

 

advancement. The Fluency Round provides the student extra practice and the opportunity to earn 
more points.

MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a set of words at the current stage, 
Flying Fish transitions the student to the first stage of the next set. At the end of the exercise, those 
word sets which were not passed are repeated, beginning with Stage 1, using the same progression and 
rules of advancement as when they were originally presented. The student will continue to work on 
these sets of words until mastery is achieved.

PoInTs aWarDeD In FlyInG FIsh
Flying Fish awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤ CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 3 points for each trial that is completed correctly.

➤ BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 12 trials correctly, Flying Fish rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.

Flying Fish Content
The following tables present the Flying Fish content within the 6 levels. 



FLYING FISH
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leVel 5 WorD lIsT

seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4
mother
answer
found
study
still
learn
should
world
high
every

between
own
last
school
never
thought
head
under
saw
left

few
while
might
something
open
life
always
those
both
got

run
until
walk
white
took
four
state
once
stop
without

leVel 6 WorD lIsT

seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4
enough
eat
far
almost
let
soon
being
since
red
during

however
black
himself
against
war
upon
fly
fact
course
less

ran
round
though
yes
am
general
blue
ride
brown
please

yellow
pretty
funny
jump
giving
thank
ate
wept
united
public

leVel 3 WorD lIsT
seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4 se T 5
new
sound
take
only
little 
work
know
place
year
live

me
back
give
most
very
after
thing
our
just
name

good
sentence
man
think
say
great
where
help
through
much

before
line
right
too
mean
old
any
same
tell
boy

follow
came
want
show
also
around
form
three
small
set

leVel 4 WorD lIsT
seT 1 se T 2 se T 3 seT 4
put
end
does
another
well
large
must
big
even
such

because
turn
here
why
ask
went
men
read
need
land

different
home
us
move
try
kind
hand
picture
again
change

off
play
spell
air
away
animal
house
point
page
letter
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MailQuail

Goal
➤ To build vocabulary knowledge and skills.

oBJecTIVes
➤ Develop automatic word recognition.
➤ Develop conceptual relationships.
➤ Develop	a	flexible	approach	to	vocabulary.

sKIlls
coGnITIVe sKIlls
Memory – hold a spoken word in working memory while forming associations between a picture, a spoken 

word, and a written word, and recalling semantic information to categorize the word
Attention – focused attention
Processing – auditory and visual processing

reaDInG/lanGuaGe arTs sKIlls  

➤ Conceptual relationships – Categorize and group familiar and unfamiliar words to compare and contrast 
concepts.
➤ Semantics – Work with word meaning from a core group of grade-level appropriate and more advanced 

words.
➤Grammatical properties – Consider tense and number to correctly sort advanced vocabulary words.
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Quail Mail

Description
Quail Mail helps participants build vocabulary knowledge and skills. The student learns to rapidly 
access various dimensions of vocabulary, including multiple semantic attributes and other linguistic 
properties. Quail Mail also encourages the development of automatic word recognition, conceptual 
relationships, and a flexible approach to vocabulary. Quail mail accomplishes this in the following 
ways:

➤ concePTual relaTIonshIPs – Categorizing and grouping both familiar and less familiar words 
helps students compare and contrast concepts, and see concrete and abstract relationships  
among the words.

➤ seManTIcs – A core set of grade-level appropriate words is presented, along with a smaller 
number of more advanced words. Students must consider various aspects of word meaning as they 
work with these words, requiring deeper processing, and encouraging both conceptual flexibility 
and the development of more fully elaborated vocabulary representations.

➤ GraMMaTIcal ProPerTIes – At the most advanced level, students must consider grammatical  
information such as tense and number, to correctly sort the words.

How Students Work on Quail Mail
When the student clicks the yellow paw, categories appear on the mailboxes (or category bins) and a 
description of each category is read aloud. A card displaying a picture and/or word is pulled from the 
mailbag. If a word is displayed, the word is read aloud. The student must determine which category 
the picture and/or word fits into and then respond by clicking that category bin (mailbox) on the 
right. The student can click 
the speaker buttons next to 
each mailbox to repeat the 
category description aloud, 
or the yellow paw to hear  
the word repeated aloud.

reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Responds to who, what, where, when, and how questions. 
➤ Identify singular and plural nouns.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar
Category bins, top to bottom Number keys 1 through 4 
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How Students Progress through Quail Mail
Quail Mail provides experience with 6 category types as follows:

➤ BASiC:	The student sorts pictures into the very simple categories reflected by common concrete 
words (e.g., given pictures of a variety of dogs and many styles of chair, students must sort them 
into the categories of dog and chair).

➤ SuPeR-oRDinATe:	The student sorts words into the more abstract categories reflected by words 
used for items that share the same function or class (e.g., animals, body parts, clothes)

➤ TheMATiC:	The student sorts words into categories that reflect their frequent association by place 
or event (e.g., animals in a zoo, things in a classroom).

➤ DeSCRiPTive	(FunCTionS):	The student sorts words into categories that reflect what the items are 
commonly used for (e.g., clean with it, go places with it).

➤ DeSCRiPTive	(FeATuReS):	The student sorts words into categories that reflect salient features of the 
items (e.g., It is bigger than a car. Careful, it’s sharp!)

➤ LinguiSTiC:	The student sorts words into categories based on number (e.g., many), verb tense (e.g., 
happened before), or whether it would answer a who, what, when, or where question.

Each category type includes 2 category groups (4 categories per group).

Quail Mail students work with progressively larger numbers of words in progressively more categories. 
In the first level, students sort pictures presented without written words. For all subsequent levels, 
students work with spoken and written words. Initially, pictures are presented along with the words. 
Later, the same words are presented without pictures, to be sorted into the same group of categories. 

How Students Advance in Quail Mail
When starting to work on a new group of categories, Quail Mail presents 2 different categories (such as 
bugs and birds) from the first category group. The student then sorts 8 different pictures/words (such as 
butterfly and duck) into these categories. (The first time the student enters the exercise, he or she will be 
introduced to the task by sorting only 4 words into a single category. This group of trials is not evaluated.)

➤ After the 8 words have been sorted, Quail Mail evaluates that group of trials. If the student has 
sorted 100% of the words correctly, Quail Mail adds 2 more categories and more items to be 
sorted until the student is sorting 32 pictures/words into 4 different categories.

➤ After the 32 pictures/words have been sorted, Quail Mail evaluates that group of trials. If the stu-
dent has sorted 90% of the trials correctly for the current category group, Quail Mail presents 32 
words (without pictures) to be sorted into the same 4 categories.
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➤ After the 32 words have been sorted, Quail Mail evaluates that group of trials. If the student has 
sorted 90% of the word-only trials correctly for the current category group, Quail Mail advances 
to a Fluency Round. The student sorts words into the same 4 categories, but each trial now has 
a time limit. Each Fluency Round lasts only 1 minute and the trials are not counted towards 
advancement. The Fluency Round provides the student extra practice and the opportunity to earn 
more points. (The Basic category type includes pictures only, no words. For that reason, this group 
of trials and the Fluency Round are not presented for the Basic category type.)

➤ After the Fluency Round ends, Quail Mail advances to the next category group and begins again 
with 2 categories and 8 pictures/words.

When sorting a group of 8 pictures/words into only 2 categories, if the student does not sort all of the 
words correctly after 3 tries, Quail Mail presents the other 2 categories in the category group and the 
student gets 3 tries to correctly sort 8 new pictures/words into those categories. When sorting a group 
of 32/pictures/words into 4 categories, if the student does not meet the criteria for a group of trials, 
the group repeats up to 2 more times to provide the student with a total of 3 attempts.

➤ When the paw turns into a timer, the Fluency Round begins. The student must work on the exer-
cise as before, but faster; they only have a few seconds to sort each word. The student should sort 
the words as quickly as possible, without making mistakes, to earn the most points. Bonus points 
are not displayed until the Fluency Round ends. The Fluency Round ends when the timer runs 
out. Note: Quail Mail tracks responses during the Fluency Round, but the round does not affect 
a student’s standing in the exercises. Instead, this is a fun opportunity for the student to review 
words and earn extra points.

MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a group of trials, Quail Mail transitions 
the student to the next category group. At the end of the exercise, those category groups which were not 
passed are repeated, using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were originally 
presented. The student will continue to work on these category groups until mastery is achieved.

PoInTs aWarDeD In QuaIl MaIl
Quail Mail awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤ CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 4 points for each trial that is completed correctly.

➤ BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 10 trials correctly, Quail Mail rewards the student’s 
performance with 10 bonus points.
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1.	 BASiC:	Very simple categories reflected by common concrete words (e.g., given pictures of a variety 
of dogs and many styles of chair, students must sort the words into the categories of dog and chair.)

BasIc caTeGory VerBal ProMPT BasIc caTeGory VerBal ProMPT
Dog
Tree
Flower
chair

“A	kind	of	dog”
“A	kind	of	tree”
“A	kind	of	flower”
“A	kind	of	chair”

cup
shoe
sign
Truck

“A	kind	of	cup”
“A	kind	of	shoe”
“A	kind	of	sign”
“A	kind	of	truck”

2.	 SuPeR-oRDinATe:	Abstract categories reflected by words used for items that share the same 
function or class (e.g., animals, body parts, clothes)

FooDs anIMals BoDy ParTs cloThes FruITs VeGeTaBles BuGs BIrDs
cookie
cake
ba-
nana
grapes
carrot
corn
al-
mond
milk

coyote
giraffe
hamster
eagle
bat
moth
fox
lizard

head
arm
nose
foot
eye
ear
toe
mouth

belt
bib
boot
cap
coat
dress
hat
pants

apple
orange
black-
berry
peach
grapes
fig
straw-
berry
pear

onion
carrot
corn
spinach
squash
peas
broccoli
celery

ant
bee
butterfly
grasshop-
per
cricket
moth
beetle
wasp

duck
goose
turkey
hen
peacock
pigeon
robin
eagle

3.	 TheMATiC:	Categories that reflect their frequent association by place or event (e.g., animals in 
a zoo, things in a classroom)

anIMals 
on a FarM

anIMals In a 
zoo

ThInGs ThaT BelonG on 
cloThInG

ThInGs on  
soMeone’s heaD

hen 
goose
horse
pig
lamb
duck
cow
goat

lion
tiger
giraffe
elephant
zebra
ape
bear
kangaroo

zipper 
pocket
button
cuff
laces
patch
collar
sleeves

hair
hat
crown
wig
glasses
Mouth
ears
helmet

Quail Mail Content
Quail Mail presents samples of the following 6 category types:
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anIMals In a 
PeT sTore

anIMals ThaT 
can Fly

ThInGs In a  
classrooM

ThInGs aT  
a cIrcus

cat
dog
fish
hamster
mouse
rabbit
snake
lizard

eagle
robin
goose
bat
bee
butterfly
moth
wasp

book
pencil
desk
tape
chalkboard
eraser
map
ruler

clown
popcorn
lion
elephant
balloon
horse
tent
ringmaster

4.	 DeSCRiPTive	(FunCTionAL):	The student sorts words into categories that reflect what 
the items are commonly used for (e.g., clean with it, go places with it) 

ThInGs useD 
For cleanInG

ThInGs useD  
For GoInG Places

ThInGs useD For  
eaTInG anD DrInKInG

ThInGs useD For 
MaKInG arT

mop
broom
rag
bucket
duster
sponge
soap
vacuum

car
bus
airplane
cab
boat
train
skate
horse

plate
mug
bowl
glass
spoon 
fork
knife
straw

paper
pencil
paint
paintbrush
clay
glue
pencil
scissors

ThInGs useD For 
TaKInG a BaTh

ThInGs useD 
For cooKInG

ThInGs useD For 
carryInG ThInGs

ThInGs useD For 
GarDenInG

bubble bath
robe
washcloth
rubber duck
bath mat
soap
towel
shampoo

stove
microwave
pan
spatula
rolling pin
measuring cup
oven
knife

bag
truck
pail
wagon
box
suitcase
backpack
purse

shovel
rake
hoe
watering can
seeds w/packet
gloves
soil
lawn mower
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5.	 DeSCRiPTive	(FeATuReS):	The student sorts words into categories that reflect salient 
features of the items (e.g., It is bigger than a car. Careful, it is sharp!)

BIGGer 
Than a 
car

sMaller 
Than your 
hanD

colD 
WeaTher 
cloThes

hoT 
WeaTher 
cloThes

In  
The 
sKy

In 
The 
ocean

careFul, 
IT’s  
slIPPery

careFul, 
IT’s  
hoT

bus
mountain
elephant
bridge
jet
barn
house
tree 
(redwood)

ring
nut
almond
stamp
ant
bean
dime
toe

ear muffs
cape
boots 
(winter)
wool hat
mittens
sweater
gloves
scarf

shorts
t-shirt
bating  
suit
sandals
sunglasses
sun hat
sundress
swim  
trunks

bats
butter-
fly
kite
balloon
jet
cloud
moon
bird

fish
clam
boat
island
crab
seal
waves
walrus

knife
porcupine
teeth
pin
saw
claw
nail
cactus

fire
oven
iron 
(clothes)
heating 
pad
heater
candle
stove
coals

6.	 LinguiSTiC:	Categories based on number (e.g., many), verb tense (e.g., happened before), 
or whether it would answer a “who, what, when, or where question.

Where Is IT? When Was IT? Who Does IT? WhaT Is IT ?
island
playground
beach
city
lake
pool
mountain
house

day
night
noon
april
Monday
before
after
morning

artist
teacher
farmer
doctor
captain
actor
scientist
author

sock
fan
skate
car
rag
guitar
bowl
ruler

Many  
(PLuRAL	noun	+S)

one  
(sInGular noun)

haPPenInG noW 
(veRB	+	ing)

haPPeneD BeFore 
(veRB	+	eD)

cats
dimes
kites
kings
beds
bugs
cups
blocks

cat
dime
kite
king
bed
bug
cup
block

burning
walking
reaching
sorting
opening
raking
kicking	(ball)
planting

burned
walked
reached
sorted
opened
raked
kicked
planted
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bedtiMe
beaStieS

Goal
➤ To build skills in sentence comprehension.

oBJecTIVes
➤ Build knowledge of punctuation and capitalization rules.
➤ Build awareness of sentence structure.

sKIlls
 coGnITIVe sKIlls
 Memory – hold an incomplete sentence in working  

 memory while recalling vocabulary and punctuation  
 rules form long-term memory

 Attention – sustained attention
 Processing – auditory and visual processing
 Sequencing – use word order to comprehend sentences  

 and help identify the missing parts

 reaDInG/lanGuaGe arTs sKIlls
 ➤  Sentence Comprehension – Use context to correctly 

identify missing elements, listen to both meaning and 
sentence structure, employ problem solving skills.
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BEDTIME BEASTIES

Description
Bedtime Beasties helps participants to build skills in sentence comprehension by requiring students 
to compete sentences with missing words, letters, or punctuation. The student builds vocabulary 
skills, knowledge of punctuation and capitalization rules, working memory, and awareness of sentence 
structure. Brief passages and individual sentences are used to provide context, including both fiction 
and non-fiction text. As participants gain mastery, sentence length increases and reading supports are 
reduced.  At the most challenging level, both the stimulus sentences and the response words must be 
read independently by the student. 

Bedtime Beasties teaches sentence comprehension by providing practice in listening while reading 
along to sentences and short passages and using context to correctly identify missing elements. In 
order to fill in missing words, punctuation marks and capitalized or lowercase letters, students must 
attend carefully to both meaning and sentence structure, and must take the problem solving approach 
that is often required when reading challenging text.

How Students Work on Bedtime Beasties
In this exercise, the student is presented with a sentence that includes a blank space in place  
of a word, punctuation mark, or letter. Four responses are available at the bottom of the screen.  
The student clicks on the response which correctly fills in the blank to complete the sentence.

Initially, sentences are read aloud by granny Elephant and the responses include both a word and 
picture. As the student 
progresses through the 
exercise, the student 
must read the sentences 
independently and the 
responses no longer 
include a picture.

reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Listen attentively. 
➤ Use context to resolve ambiguities about word and sentence meanings. 
➤ Use a period, exclamation point, or question mark at the end of sentences. 
➤ Use sentence and word context to find meaning of unknown words. 
➤ Capitalize the first word of a sentence, names of people and the pronoun I.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar
Responses, top left to bottom right Number keys 1 through 4 
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Some sentences stand alone, and others are presented in sequence making up brief fiction or  
non-fiction passages. To help the student know where they are within a passage, the bottom of the 
text display shows a row of “page” icons mirroring the number of blocks of text in that passage.  
The current block within the passage is highlighted.

How Students Progress through Bedtime 
Beasties
Bedtime Beasties progresses through 12 levels of difficulty as follows:

➤ LeveL	1:	Sentences are read aloud, are short and are part of a passage. Responses are pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	2:	Sentences are read aloud, are longer, and are part of a passage. Responses are pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	3:	Sentences are read aloud, are short and stand alone. Responses are pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	4:	Sentences are read aloud, are longer, and stand alone. Responses are pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	5:	Sentences are read aloud, are short, and stand alone. Responses are text only.

➤ LeveL	6:	Sentences are read aloud, are longer, and stand alone. Responses are text only.

➤ LeveL	7:	Sentences are read aloud, are short, and stand alone. Responses are punctuation marks or 
uppercase/lowercase letters.

➤ LeveL	8:	Sentences are read aloud, are longer, and stand alone. Responses are punctuation marks or 
uppercase/lowercase letters.

➤ LeveL	9:	Sentences are not read aloud, are short and are part of a passage. Responses are  
pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	10:	Sentences are not read aloud, are longer, and are part of a passage. Responses are  
pictures and text.

➤ LeveL	11:	Sentences are not read aloud, are short, and stand alone. Responses are text only.

➤ LeveL	12:	Sentences are not read aloud, are longer, and stand alone. Responses are text only.
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How Students Advance in Bedtime Beasties
Each level includes 20 sentences. The student must correctly complete 18 out of the 20 sentences in 
order to advance to the next level. Otherwise, the level will be repeated up to 2 more times to provide 
the student with a total of 3 attempts.

MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing a level, Bedtime Beasties transitions  
the student to the next level. At the end of the exercise, those levels which were not passed are repeated, 
using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were originally presented. The 
student will continue to work on these levels until mastery is achieved.

re-enTerInG BeDTIMe BeasTIes
If a student exits or times out of a level while working on a “stand-alone” sentence, the student  
returns to the next sentence upon reentering the exercise. If a student exits or times out while working  
on a sentence within a passage before the passage has been completed, the student returns to the 
beginning of that passage upon reentering the exercise.
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PoInTs aWarDeD In BeDTIMe BeasTIes
Bedtime Beasties awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤ CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 4 points for each trial that is completed correctly.

➤ BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 8 trials correctly, Bedtime Beasties rewards the stu-
dent’s performance with 10 bonus points.

Bedtime Beasties Content
Bedtime Beasties progresses through 12 levels of difficulty.

BeDTIMe BeasTIes 12 leVels oF DIFFIculTy
leVel PresenTaTIon 

MoDalITy
PresenTaTIon 
ForMaT

resPonse ForMaT

1 read aloud Passage Pictures and text

2 read aloud Passage Pictures and text

3 read aloud stand alone Pictures and text

4 read aloud stand alone Pictures and text

5 read aloud stand alone Text

6 read aloud stand alone Text

7 read aloud stand alone Punctuation marks; upper-and  
lowercase letters

8 read aloud stand alone Punctuation marks; upper-and  
lowercase letters

9 Written Passage Pictures and text

10 Written Passage Pictures and text

11 Written stand alone Text

12 Written stand alone Text
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I have a picture that I drew with a _________ .

pencil   crown  boot   noon

It shows a big brown _________ standing in  
the woods .

bear  nail  sundress  sponge

he	is	looking	up	at	the	branch	of	a	
_________ .

tree  helmet  wasp  fire

he	sees	a	_________	and	her	beehive	full	of	
honey .

bee  bathrobe moon  skate

I think I may cook some _________ soup 
today .

carrot  bowl  butterfly  bib

First, I will boil some water on the 
_________ .

stove  waves  dime  cup

next, I will add some _________ cut into 
little pieces .

onion  cookie  paper  bat

I hope my _________ is sharp enough to  
chop carrots .

knife	 	 fan	 	 ant	 	 sock

For an airplane trip, I take a large _________ .

suitcase  box  pail  wagon

i	bring	a	clean	shirt	and	a	pair	of	_________.

pants  zipper  button  crown

i	always	keep	my	ticket	safe	inside	my	
_________ .

purse	 	 scarf	 	 hair	 	 mouth

an airplane can fly even higher than an 
_________ .

eagle  pig  mouse  goat

The summer is when you wear your 
_________ .

sandals   boots  mittens  coat

a sandal lets the air cool your _________ .

foot	 	 arm	 	 head	 	 nose

To keep your head cool, you can wear a 
_________ .

sunhat  shorts   tank top  sleeves

A	hot	summer	day	means	lots	of	_________.

sun  moon  night  april

our class play was written by our _________ .

teacher	 	 farmer	 	 captain	 	 scientist

I play the king, so I wear a gold _________ .

crown  ears  glasses  mouth

i	made	the	crown	myself,	from	paper	and	
_________ .

paint  cloud  saw  sock

every student gets to be an _________ the 
play .

actor  cab  giraffe  eye

leVel 1 conTenT
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Ms . Peabody told me that there is going to 
be a new _________ in our school .

teacher  butterfly tiger  eraser

We are going to have an art teacher who will 
teach us how to hold a _________  .

brush  pants  broom  pig

Maybe he will show us how to make plates 
and	bowls	out	of	_________.	

clay  laces  corn  glasses

his class will be first thing in the _________ 
so I will have to take the early bus .

morning  desk  train  kite

I have to learn to draw well because I want to 
be an _________ when I grow up .

artist  apple   paper  pencil

if	you	have	some	paper	and	sticks	you	could	
make a _________ that you can fly .

kite  skate  bird  bat

First,	you	cut	a	large	diamond	shape	out	of	
the	paper	with	a	pair	of	_________.

scissors  pen  paint  pencil

To	keep	it	flat,	you	build	a	frame,	and	use	
_________ to stick the paper to it .

glue  brush  pencil  crayon

you can use an old _________ to make a tail 
that	you	tie	to	the	bottom	of	your	kite.

rag  broom  sponge  brush

on a windy _________, you could fly it so 
high, it would become a tiny spot in the sky .

day  night  april  moon

My	friend	Mike	and	i	rode	the	_________	to	
this	year’s	4th	of	July	celebration	at	the	park.

bus	 	 foot	 	 giraffe	 	 bug

as soon as we got there, we could hear the 
brass _________ playing some marching 
songs .

band  clown  elephant horse

It was such a hot day; everyone wanted to 
cool off, so we sprayed each other with a 
_________ .

hose  boat  banana  oven

There	was	a	big	picnic	for	everyone,	with	
watermelon,	barbeque,	and	_________	on	
the cob .

corn  broccoli carrot  onion

They shot off fireworks over the lake, that 
_________ ,while people waved flags and 
cheered .

night  april  man mountain

I took a paper plate and made it into a toy 
_________ that I could float in a stream .

boat  bus  camel  pencil

As	i	followed	my	boat	down	the	stream,	it	
floated under a big _________ .

bridge  bus  barn  house

a yellow _________ fluttered onto my boat, 
folded	its	wings	and	took	a	ride.

butterfly  cloud  balloon  jet

it	looked	as	if	it	was	the	_________	of	the	
boat;	all	it	needed	was	a	crew	of	sailors.

captain  doctor  teacher  scientist

The little rider flew away when the boat 
landed on a _________ in the stream .

island  waves  eagle  horse

leVel 2 conTenT
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a _________ is an animal with a long neck .

giraffe elephant lizard  rabbit

The whole class can read what’s on the 
_________ .

board ruler  pencil  tape

a cat’s paw has more than one _________ .

claw wing  head  arm

you can eat this _________ in one bite .

grape pear  banana  milk

you might try to part your _________ on the 
side .

hair glasses   mouth  ears

use the washcloth and _________ to clean 
your	face.

soap shampoo mat  tub

her	socks	have	a	space	for	each	_________.

toe  ear  eye  arm

The circus must be in town, there goes  
a _________ .

clown captain  doctor  scientist

a _________ needs gasoline to make it go .

car  banana  lizard  paint

a horse needs to eat hay, oats or _________ .

corn deer  cuff  piano

use a measuring cup to pour in just  
enough _________ .

milk  moon  jet  glass

Your	hands	can	make	many	things	out	of	
_________ .

clay   gas  hop  Monday

When the sun comes up, it is _________ .

morning  soap  zebra  night

at night, a _________ will fly towards a light .

moth  kite  jet  mat

a _________ is an instrument that makes a  
pretty sound .

guitar  vacuum turkey  candle

The	inside	of	a	_________	is	usually	dark	and	
cold .

cave  glass  ruler  bus

The	voice	of	a	singing	_________	pleases	the	
ear .

bird   goat  book  eye

Many desserts must be baked in the 
_________ .

oven  suitcase cake  mug

Many	foods,	such	as	tomatoes,	grow	on	 
a _________ .

vine  lake  ring  rabbit

It’s polite to use a _________ when wiping  
your mouth .

napkin  hand  pants  shovel

leVel 3 conTenT
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When	this	fruit	is	ripe,	it	turns	the	color	that	
shares its name . It is a _________ .

orange  island  eagle  ear

remove the word “ball” and this is what you 
use to kick it . It is a _________ .

football	 	 bathrobe		 squash	 	 carrot

This	is	the	part	of	your	shirt	that	is	closest	to	
your hand . It is the _________ .

cuff  wig  pigeon  soil

A	few	of	these	can	keep	your	shirt	closed,	so	
you don’t get cold . It is a_________ .

button  crown  gloves  sock

This keeps your pants around your waist, so 
they	don’t	fall	down.	it	is	a	_________.

belt  mouse  lamb  duster

if	there	is	dirt	on	the	floor,	you	can	clean	it	
up with a _________ .

broom  plate  fig  moth

it	contains	a	lot	of	water	but	floats	in	the	air.	
It is a _________ .

cloud  cone  puppy   pipe

The longer you leave this light burning, the 
shorter it becomes . It is a _________ .

candle   earmuffs balloon  red

it	is	made	to	cook	food	and	would	look	silly	
on your head . It is a _________ .

pot  pin  hat  sock

it	is	not	a	food,	but	it	is	something	that	goes	
in your mouth, it is a _________ .

fork	 	 broccoli	 bowl	 	 grape

running with its herd, a _________ can get 
lost	in	a	sea	of	stripes.

zebra  cow  shirt  giraffe

After	you	wash	your	hands,	you	use	this	to	
get them dry . It is a _________ .

towel  soap  tub  shampoo

With the water in its hump, it can walk the 
desert	for	days.	it	is	a	_________.

camel  elephant goose  lizard

inside	of	its	name	is	the	stuff	that	it	tries	to	
remove . It is a _________ .

duster  broom  earmuffs swimsuit

however	far	it	may	wander,	its	little	house	is	
never	far	away.	it	is	a	_________

snail  lamb  cub  night

you can drink this, or you can eat it in cheese, 
yogurt, and ice cream . It is _________ .

milk  juice  bite  cup

Whether paper, plastic, or cloth, this can help 
you bring it all home . It is a _________ .

bag  truck  box  cart

Through	the	soil	it	will	wriggle	and	squirm	to	
find	a	tasty	dead	leaf.	it	is	a	_________.

worm	 	 bee	 	 seal	 	 leaf

This animal can get around on land, in the 
water, or in the air . It is a _________ .

duck  bat  fish  cloud

In a cup it makes a leak, but in a wall it lets 
you peek . It is a _________ .

hole  mug  glasses  web
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Babies are little, but adults are _________ .

big  play  so  have

ships can sail, but airplanes can _________ .

fly  eat  yes  good

A	block	is	square,	but	a	ball	is	_________.

round   come  put  find

a mouse is small, but an elephant is 
_________ .

big  green  run  like

ears help you hear, and eyes help you 
_________ .

see  say  went  when

We have to walk inside, but we can 
_________ outside .

run  went  then  let

ripe blueberries are blue, ripe strawberries 
are _________ .

red  black  eat  now

I would like a cookie, _________ .

please  how  jump  ate

What	would	you	_________	for	lunch?

like  let  saw  help

Sarah	forgot	_________	her	book	was	due

when  no  give  take

Wendell told us _________ to find the mu-
seum .

how  is  what  go

Don’t put the chair over there, put it 
_________ .

here  blue  give  stop

The sun was shining and the sky was 
_________ .

blue  black  yes  give

When sam heard the bell, he started  
to _________ .

run  good  red  did

Fresh snow is very cold, and bright 
_________ .

white  old  brown  stop

Kids need strong legs to run, skip, and 
_________ .

jump  one  big  see

Polite Peter said, “I will _________ you go 
first .”

let  please  was  good

Polite Peter asked, “May I _________ dessert, 
please?”

have  how   ask  black

Safe	Sally	said,	“Red	light,	everybody	
_________ .”

stop	 	 put	 	 four	 	 soon

Safe	Sally	said,	“green	light,	everybody	
_________ .”

go  did  not  three 
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Julia hid her picture so that no one else 
could _________ at it .

look  play  well  ate

if	you	have	a	pair	of	shoes	that	means	you	
have	_________	of	them.

two  red  new  fly

My jacket is here somewhere; I have to stay 
until I _________ it .

find  ran  walk  said

i	am	seven	now,	but	after	my	birthday	i	will	
be eight years _________ .

old		 four	 	 round	 	 fly

The	polar	bear	has	white	fur,	but	the	grizzly	
bear	has	_________	fur.

brown  two  go  ran

To cross the ocean, you could sail in a ship or 
_________ in an airplane .

fly  one  like  please

When you hand in your old book, Mrs . Filko 
will _________ you a new one .

give  here  see  is

Four our snack, we have grape juice to drink 
and crackers to _________ .

eat  went  look  say

Football	has	a	lot	of	rules,	but	it	is	fun	to	play	
once you know _________ .

how  ate  go  no

Fran was hungry enough to eat two sand-
wiches, but she only had __________ .

one  then  was  here

Mr . Miller is a good teacher, but he 
_________ us homework every day .

gives  has  hops  plays

at recess, some kids slid down the slide, and 
some kids _________ a race .

ran  soon  said  ate

yesterday, Mrs . reye’s third grade class 
_________	on	a	field	trip	to	a	farm.

went  yes  white  new

Wait until I am done with the story, 
_________ you can get out your lunch .

then  make  went   be

The kitten was stuck high in a tree, but the 
fire department came to _________ .

help  not  so  three

The ghost story was so _________, we all 
wanted to hear it again .

good  round  big  soon

My dog gets his leash and scratches at the 
door	when	it’s	time	for	his	_________.

walk  saw  cat  have

lara hoped her brother would go away so 
she	could	_________	with	her	friends.

play  come  when  well

Today it is warm and sunny outside, but 
yesterday it _________ cold and rainy .

was  find  and  ask

The	jar	of	honey	was	closed	so	tightly	that	
Matt couldn’t get the _________ off .

lid  run  make  tub

leVel 6 conTenT
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is	there	a	caterpillar	on	that	leaf___

?   .  r  r

Where did I leave my book___

?  !  a  a

Do gorillas really eat bananas___

?  !   .  -

hurry, the bus is already here___

!  ?  B  b

Get help, right away___

!  ?   .  -

oh	boy,	this	is	going	to	be	fun___

!  -  k  K

The	old	bridge	was	made	of	wood___

 .  !  a  a

here	is	the	shopping	list	i	wrote	for	you___

 .  ___  ¡  ?

sugar is used to make things sweet___

 .  ?  !  _

There was a yellow ___ rain hat on Pat’s 
head .

___   .  !  ?

Which way ___ is it to the park? 
_  !   .  ?

___un to the store and get some bread .

r  r  ___  ?

___ot	days	are	fun	at	the	beach.

h  h  _  .

Is this the street where ___im lives?

K  k  ?  ___

Quick, take this note to ___on!

D  d  ! ?

Do	you	think	___	can	jump	that	far?

I  i   ___  .

My sister is older than ___ am . 

I  i  ?   .

a scared skunk can make a ___ad smell!

b  B  ! ?

The story we read was about an old ___an .

m  M  ? !

The pigs and horses all slept ___n the barn .

i  I  ?   .
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Why do so many flowers bloom in the spring 
and not in the winter___

?  P  !  .

if	bees	cannot	spell,	then	why	do	we	call	this	
a spelling bee___

?  u  ___ u

Wow, look at the little monkey that is riding 
on that huge elephant___

!  ___  m  M

stop leaning on that mirror; it is going to 
break and hurt someone___

!  ?   p  P

Ducks can stay dry in the rain because the 
ware	rolls	off	their	feather___

.	 	 ?		 	 f	 	 F

I like sweet grapes and blueberries, but I also 
like	sour	fruits	like	lemons___

 .  ___  i  I

Bev and nick crept down the stairs ___ and 
quietly	tiptoed	past	the	door.

___   .   ?  !

The	mountain’s	top	seemed	so	far,	i	thought	
___ I would never make it!

___   ?   B  b

To	get	to	the	city,	is	it	faster	to	take	the	train	
___ or the bus?

___   ?   I  i

___ay	i	use	your	camera	to	take	a	picture	of	
that spider’s web?

M  m  ?  !

___en minutes is not enough time to walk 
from	here	to	the	store?

T  t  ___   . 

___rayons	are	made	from	colored	wax	and	
they are good to draw with .

c  c  ?  !

everyone else went swimming, but ___om 
did not know how to swim .

T  t  ?    .

Who do you think will be this year’s class 
president, ___an or Ted?

J  j  !   ___ 

come and look at this, ___nnie, the whole 
world is covered with snow!

a  a  ___   .

After	we	met	officer	Lee,	___	decided	to	go	
into	police	work	myself!

I  i  ?   .

Mom said that ___ should bring these cakes 
and	cookies	for	the	party.

I  i  ?  !

Is there enough room in the garden to plant 
a ___umpkin vine on this side?

p  P  ___ ?

even	though	it	is	made	of	ice,	an	___gloo	
can help you stay warm .

i  I   ___ ? 

The	doctor	didn’t	have	time	for	lunch,	today,	
___ecause	her	office	was	so	busy.

b  B  !  .
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i	like	to	play	with	my	furry	_________.

cat		 apple		 	 knife	 	 artist

She	bites	the	tail	of	her	toy	_________.

mouse  block  broom  spoon

She	jumps	on	the	_________	of	my	shoes.	
 

laces  fish  balloon  cap

My	cat	has	a	little	_________	of	food.

bowl  pencil  cuff  corn

She	sleeps	at	the	foot	of	my	_________.

bed  celery  camel  shovel

There is a note in this _________ .

box  walrus  carrot  shovel

To read it, I will need my _________ .

glasses   lamb  spoon  mittens

here they are, in my _________ .

pocket	 	 cake	 	 fork	 	 button

It says we can grow corn, carrots, and 
_________ .

peas  dimes  kites  paint

look at all the little vegetable _________ .

seeds  milk  elephant      pants

It was a hot and sunny _________ .

day  skate  horse  airplane

so, luz went to swim at the _________ .

beach  suitcase banana  bathrobe

she wore her sandals and _________ .

swimsuit  mittens  earmuffs  
scarf

she waded and played in the _________ .

waves  house  clam  city

later, she dried off with her _________ .

towel  oven  seal  night

I can bake a _________ .

cake  grape  corn  almond

i	read	a	_________	and	found	out	how.

book  robin   cookie  ruler

First, mix sugar, eggs, flour in a _________ .

bowl	 	 fork	 	 knife	 	 napkin

Then, put the batter in a _________ .

pan  boot  pool  hat

last, bake it in the _________ .

oven  spoon  cup  spatula
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every	summer	we	like	to	go	for	a	trip	to	the	
_________ .

lake  duck  bowl  rabbit

We get on a little ship that takes us out to an 
_________ .

island  spatula  mouse  eye

My _________ plays in the water and runs 
after	the	ducks.

dog  carrot  goose  clam

i	like	to	hike	and	to	look	for	spiders	and	
weird _________ .

bugs	 	 arm	 	 fox	 	 robin

if	we	take	the	last	ship	back,	then	we	can	get	
home	before	_________.

night  onion  pool  eagle

an apple may take a long trip to get to your 
_________ .

mouth  grapes  pear  suitcase

it	starts	it	life	at	a	farm,	on	the	branch	of	a	
big _________ .

tree  barn  bridge  jet

When it is ripe and good to eat, the 
_________ will pick it .

farmer	 	 teacher	 doctor	 	 scientist

The apple is packed in a _________, and sent 
to the store .

box  cart  purse  suitcase

you can buy the apple and put it in a 
_________ .

bag  dime  pail  grapes

Then you can take it home and bite into it 
with your _________ .

teeth  toe  nose  eye

It was very, very cold when I got dressed this 
_________ .

morning  clock  hat  dress

I knew I had to put on more than just a 
_________ .

coat  night  tape   oven

I put on two shirts and a _________ to keep 
my arms warm .

sweater  hand  leg  hat

Then,	i	put	on	a	pair	of	_________	to	keep	
my hands warm .

mittens  belt  sleeves  sandals

But I had to take them off again to pull up 
the _________ on my coat .

zipper  glasses  pants  sock

Today Ms . ross told us about a big bird 
called a _________ .

peacock  coyote  bat  canary

We	saw	a	picture	of	it	and	she	wrote	its	name	
on the _________ .

board  turkey  paint  desk

This bird has big spots on its tail, and each 
spot looks like a _________ .

eye  nose  rake  shovel

I made my own picture with some crayons 
and green __________ .

paint  milk  desk  grapes
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Most	plants	start	life	as	_________.

seeds  end  good  cats

There are _________ fingers on your hand .

five  one  bike  pan

To open the box, _________ on that tab .

tug  hot  top  them

A	_________	is	an	animal	without	much	fur.

pig  tent  leg  dog

Did you see the _________ come up?

sun  here  down  get

a _________ lives in that cave .

bat  cake  mop  tub

The fly got stuck in a spider’s _________ .

web  tap   leg  lap

stick that picture on the wall with 
_________ .

tape  nut  mud  dime

you can swim in a _________ .

lake  wade  pot  hot

I took a long nap on the _________ .

bed  bad  rope  ripe

Try to hit the ball over the _________ .

net  not  new  nod

It was so cold I needed a _________ .

hat		 fog	 	 hot	 	 nap

Wash up that muddy floor with the 
_________ .

mop  jag  cane  cob

I like to jog with my pet _________ .

dog  wig  fig  log

Don’t pull so hard; the paper will _________!

rip  hid  jig  kit

Don’t drink it all; just have a _________ .

sip  same  tame  tip

use	this	_________	if	you	get	lost.

map  jug  bag  top

The rabbit could _________ over the low 
wall .

hop  cap  mole  note

They made the long trip in a _________ .

jet	 	 job	 	 fin	 	 fan

Mom gave Jen a kiss and a _________ .

hug  had  did  dim
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Tara ran down the beach, trying to fly her 
new _________ .

kite  bat  pen  sun

The sun made the sand too _________ to 
stand	on	with	bare	feet.

hot  hand  white   moon

Bring the cards and we can play a _________ 
if	we	have	time.

game  work  ball  block

if	you	don’t	eat	your	hot	dog	soon,	it	will	get	
_________ .

cold  globe   state  her

ron would like to _________ the same thing 
for	lunch	every	day.

eat  talk   wash  write

When	she	let	go	of	her	balloon,	it	went	
_________ into the sky .

up  down  fly  top

The	air	was	full	of	thick,	gray	_________	
making it hard to see .

fog		 kites	 	 black	 	 wig

Jim put a _________ around the cow’s neck, 
and	led	it	back	to	the	farm.

rope  pig  bib  milk

This	milk	is	from	our	cow,	and	these	eggs	are	
from	our	_________.

hen	 	 fox	 	 dog	 	 pig

if	you	walk	around	when	it	is	wet,	you	may	
get	_________	on	your	feet.

mud  tan  kick  socks

It is time to eat, but first we need to get this 
_________ open .

can  mat  hat  cave

My class went to the zoo, and we all had a lot 
of	_________.

fun	 	 fin	 	 did	 	 dude

There is a big red spot where I dropped that 
jar	of	_________.

jam  jag  can  cap

When you play hopscotch, you have to jump 
around on one _________ .

leg  mop  pen  bed

To stay cool on a hot day, a _________ will 
roll in the mud .

pig  kid  bat  cat

if	you	want	to	get	there	on	time,	you	will	
need to take the next _________ .

bus  map  job  mop

it	was	cold	out	before,	but	it	is	hot	and	sunny	
_________ .

now  then  day  late

My	big	old	dog	can	run	a	lot	faster	than	your	
little _________ .

pup  new  walk  put

if	you	are	going	on	a	long	hike,	you	should	
take	a	_________	of	water.

jug  tub  wave  pan

When the dog came out to play, the cats all 
_________ away .

ran  rat  fly  find
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buZZ

Goal
➤ To build skills in passage comprehension.

oBJecTIVes
➤ Use context to resolve ambiguities about word and sentence meaning.
➤ Develop sustained attention and working memory.
➤ Develop skills in answering multiple-choice questions.

sKIlls
 coGnITIVe sKIlls
 Memory – use both working memory and long-term memory to integrate and comprehend  

 passage segments, and to recall the gist and details to answer questions
 Attention – use divided attention to listen while reading along; use sustained attention across  

 multiple passage segments and questions
 Processing – coordinate the auditory and visual processing of two perceptual streams: speech  

 and written text
 Sequencing – track temporal and causal event sequences in passages

 reaDInG/lanGuaGe arTs sKIlls
 ➤  Passage	Comprehension	–	Practice	listening	and	reading-along	to	both	fiction	and	non-fiction	

short	passages	with	increasingly	difficult	vocabulary;	answer	comprehension	questions.

FlY
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Description
Buzz Fly helps participants build skills in passage comprehension, working memory, and answering 
multiple-choice questions. No independent reading is required. Passages and questions are always 
presented aurally, as well as in written form, and the answer choices are presented as pictures. To help 
the student develop comprehension skills for a variety of text types, both fiction and nonfiction pas-
sages are presented. To build sustained attention and working memory, the length of the text between 
questions increases as students progress through the exercise. To support beginning readers in reading 
along, the aural presentation of the text is slowed; the rate increases as the student advances further in 
the exercise. Line by line highlighting of the written text is synchronized to the aural presentation, to 
help the students visually keep pace.  

Buzz Fly helps students improve passage comprehension by providing practice in listening and read-
ing-along to both fiction and non-fiction short passages. As the participant progresses, the vocabulary 
level becomes more challenging and the aural presentation rate shifts from very slow to moderately 
slow. The passages are divided into very short pages. After each page, participants are given one or two 
comprehension questions, providing immediate feedback on comprehension, as well as an engaging, 
interactive reading experience.

How Students Work on Buzz Fly
In Buzz Fly, the student listens to a passage and answers comprehension questions relating to the 
passage. The passages are presented on sheets of paper coming from the newsroom typewriter, and the 
answer choices are presented on cards by flies in the room. Each passage is broken down into “blocks” 
(or pages) of text, which are displayed and read aloud. Each text line highlights as it is read aloud. At 
the end of the text block, the student must answer multiple choice questions, which are presented 
both aloud and as text. The answer choices are presented as pictures. The student must click on the 
picture that best answers the question.

 To help the student know where 
they are within a passage, the 
bottom of the text display shows a 
row of “page” icons mirroring the 
number of blocks of text in that pas-

reaDInG currIculuM sTanDarDs
➤ Listen attentively. 
➤ Use context to resolve ambiguities about word and sentence meanings. 
➤ Respond to who, what, when, where, and how questions.

KeyBoarD shorTcuTs
BuTTon KeyBoarD shorTcuT

Paw Space bar
Responses, top left to bottom right Number keys 1 through 4 
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sage. The current block within the passage is highlighted.

How Students Progress through Buzz Fly
Students work on progressively longer and more difficult passages presented at a progressively quicker 
reading rate.

Buzz Fly progresses through 5 levels of difficulty as follows:

➤ LeveL	1:	The student works on 6 fiction and 2 nonfiction passages. Each passage is at the 
Kindergarten comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 15 words in length. Each 
block is followed by a comprehension question, for a total of 6 questions per passage.

➤ LeveL	2:	The student works on 2 fiction and 6 nonfiction passages. Each passage is at the first 
grade comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 15 words in length. Each block is 
followed by a comprehension question, for a total of 6 questions per passage.

➤ LeveL	3:	The student works on 2 fiction and 2 nonfiction passages. Each passage is at the 
Kindergarten comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each 
block is followed by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.

➤ leVel 4: The student works on 2 fiction and 2 nonfiction passages. Each passage is at the first 
grade comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each block is 
followed by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.

➤ leVel 5: The student works on 2 fiction and 2 nonfiction passages. Each passage is at the second 
grade comprehension level and is broken into 6 or 7 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each 
block is followed by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.

In levels 1 and 2, passage text is read aloud at a slow rate to allow beginning readers to easily follow along. 
This rate increases when the student progresses to level 3. At all levels, the student is asked what, where, 
who, when, and how questions, along with questions that relate to vocabulary within the passage.

How Students Advance in Buzz Fly
One or more questions are presented after each block of text. The student clicks on an answer 
choice. If the answer is correct, the student is presented with the next question for that text block, or 
advances to the next text block for the current passage. If block is the last text block for the current 
passage, the student advances to the first text block of the next passage in the current level. Students 
will not advance to the next level until they have passed, or had 3 attempts to pass, each passage.

learnInG TrIals
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If the student answers a question incorrectly, the previous text block is presented again, and the ques-
tion is repeated with the answer that was previously chosen disabled. The student is given up to two 
learning trials on a failed question, but these do not count towards advancement. Rather than giving 
away the answer after students fail an item, the learning trials give struggling students the chance 
to find the answer for themselves, with additional support, and to practice reviewing a text to find 
information In levels 1 and 2, the student must correctly answer 11 out of 12 questions from a group 
of 2 passages, in order to pass those passages. In subsequent levels, the student must answer 8 out of 
9 questions correctly to pass a passage. At the end of the level, any passages that were not passed are 
repeated, up to two more times.

MasTery
If after 3 attempts, the student has not met the criteria for passing all passages within a level, Buzz 
Fly transitions the student to the next level. At the end of the exercise, those passages which were not 
passed are repeated, using the same progression and rules of advancement as when they were origi-
nally presented. The student will continue to work on these passages until mastery is achieved.

re-enTerInG Buzz Fly
If a student exits or times out of a passage before it has been completed, upon reentering the exercise 
the student will be returned to the beginning of the passage.
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PoInTs aWarDeD In Buzz Fly
Buzz Fly awards points to the student based on the following conditions:

➤  CoRReCT	AnSWeRS:	The student earns 6 points for each regular trial that is completed correctly. 
The student earns 1 point for correctly answering a learning trial.

➤  BonuS	PoinTS:	After the student completes 4 trials correctly, Buzz Fly rewards the student’s  
performance with 10 bonus points.

Buzz Fly Content
Buzz Fly presents progressively longer and more difficult passages at a progressively quicker reading 
rate through 5 levels of difficulty.

Buzz Fly DIFFIculTy leVels oVerVIeW
leVel reaDInG 

raTe
GraDe 
leVel

QuesTIons 
Per PassaGe

FIcTIon 
PassaGes

non-FIcTIon 
PassaGes

PassaGes QuesTIons

1 90–115 K 6 6 2 8 48

2 90–115 1 6 2 6 8 48

3 115–140 K 9 2 2 4 36

4 115–140 1 9 2 2 4 36

5 115–140 2 9 2 2 4 36
ToTal 28 204

LeveL	1:	The student works on 6 fiction and 2 non-fiction passages. Each passage is at the 
Kindergarten comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 15 words in length. Each 
block is followed by a comprehension question, for a total of 6 questions per passage.

LeveL	2:	The student works on 2 fiction and 6 non-fiction passages. Each passage is at the first grade 
comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, approximately 15 words in length. Each block is 
followed by a comprehension question, for a total of 6 questions per passage.

LeveL	3:	The student works on 2 fiction and 2 non-fiction passages. Each passage is at the 
Kindergarten comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each 
block is followed by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.

LeveL	4:	The student works on 2 fiction and 2 non-fiction passages. Each passage is at the first grade 
comprehension level and is broken into 6 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each block is followed 
by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.

LeveL	5:	The student works on 2 fiction and 2 non-fiction passages. Each passage is at the second 
grade comprehension level and is broken into 6 or 7 blocks, around 40 words in length. Each block is 
followed by 1 or 2 comprehension questions, for a total of 9 questions per passage.



FiCTion:	A	hog	AnD	A	FRog
Kindergarten Vocabulary

a hog and a frog took a jog in the fog. “i 
can’t see a thing!” said the hog to the frog.

Q. Where	did	the	animals	go	for	a	jog? 
a. in	the	fog

Pictured:  Fog Puddle 
  Mountain Frog

but the frog was used to the fog, you see. 
So he said to the hog, “Just follow me!”

Q. Which	animal	was	used	to	the	fog? 
a. The	frog

Pictured:  Frog hog  
  Dog Tree

Hop, went the frog. Hop went the hog. 
“look,” said the frog, “there’s a log in  
the fog.”

Q. What	did	the	frog	see? 
a. a log

Pictured: log Bird 
  Frog Farmer

then the frog went hop, right over the top. 
but the hog was too heavy. His hop was a 
flop.

Q. What does “flop” mean in this story? 
a. The hog can’t hop .

Pictured: hog flopping Frog hopping 
  hog jogging Fog

down went the hog! 
up went the log! 
the log in the fog…was a long brown dog.

Q. When did they see that the log was  
 really a dog? 
a. When	the	hog	fell.

Pictured:	 hog	falling	 hog	jogging 
  Frog pointing Dog as log

“Help!” cried the hog, and ran off in the 
fog. 
“What’s his beef?” said the dog. 
“He’s a ham!” said the frog.

Q. how did the hog leave? 
a. It ran off .

Pictured:  hog running hog flopping 
  Frog hopping Dog 

PASSAge	CoMPRehenSion	exeRCiSe:	 
sloWer PassaGe PresenTaTIon
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FiCTion:	goRDon	in	The	TRee
Kindergarten Vocabulary

gordon is a bear who lives in the woods. 
He wants to be pals with a bird.

Q. Where does Gordon live? 
a. In the woods

Pictured: Gordon’s house Gordon 
  In a log on the moon

but gordon doesn’t know any birds. 
So he reads a book that tells him how to 
meet one.

Q. Which animal does Gordon want to meet? 
a. a bird

Pictured: Bird rabbit 
  Bug Book

the book says, “Make believe you are a 
tree. 
Hold some flowers and leaves and don’t 
move.”

Q. how can Gordon make believe that  
 he is a tree? 
a. By holding flowers and leaves

Pictured: Gordon holding flowers and leaves  
                      and not moving 
                      Gordon sitting on a log 
                      Gordon imagining a kite with no  wind 
																				gordon	eating	breakfast

“if a bird lands on your head…don’t move.”

Q. according to the story, where could the  
 bird land? 
a. on Gordon’s head

Pictured:  Gordon’s head   Windowsill 
	 	 Pile	of	stones	 		Bird	wing

“if she puts sticks and grass on your 
head…don’t move.”

Q. according to the story, what could the bird 
put on Gordon’s head? 
a. sticks and grass

Pictured: sticks and grass Flower 
	 	 Jug	of	milk	 gordon’s	head

“and when it gets dark and she sits on your 
head…be very quiet…she’s sleeping.”

Q. according to the story, when might the 
bird be sleeping? 
a. When it gets dark

Pictured: When it gets dark   
  During the day 
  at sunset   
  Bird flying around



Kindergarten vocabulary

Sitting at home when his work was done, 
Farmer brown did not talk with anyone.

Q. In the story, where is Farmer Brown? 
a. at home

Pictured: at home  
  outside working 
  outside his house  
  Mrs . Brown in a tree

but then he saw something fall from the 
air, 
With a yellow dress and black-gray hair. 
Mrs. Farmer brown!

Q. Who	fell	from	the	air? 
a. Mrs . Brown

Pictured: Mrs . Brown Farmer Brown

  rooster spider

“You’re back! You’re back!” the farmer cried. 
“You left me all alone inside.”

Q. how	was	Farmer	Brown	left? 
a. all alone, inside

Pictured: at home 
  outside his house 
  Quiet w/Mrs . Brown 
  Make pie

“no,” said Mrs. Farmer brown 
“You wanted apples. i did too. 
i went up the tree. i lost a shoe.”

Q. What did Mrs . Farmer Brown lose? 
a. a shoe

Pictured: shoe apple 
  radio Mrs . Farmer Brown

“i sat up there and called your name, 
for one full week — and no one came.”

Q. Who did Mrs . Farmer Brown call? 
a. Farmer Brown

Pictured:   Farmer Brown  raccoon 
	 	 Bunch	of	people	 Rooster

but when she fell, the apples fell, too —  
enough for a pie, enough for two!

Q. What	are	the	apples	good	for? 
a. Making pie

Pictured: Make pie 
  apple hanging on tree 
  empty barrels 
  Make hay

FiCTion:	ADAPTeD	FRoM	MeAn	FARMeR	BRoWn
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FiCTion:		unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

doris, the deer, did not like the dark but all 
her sisters did.

Q. Who likes the dark? 
a. Doris’s sisters

Pictured:   Deer sisters Just Doris 
  Daddy Dear Dark night

When it was time for bed, the sisters went 
right to sleep. but not doris.

Q. When do the sisters go to sleep? 
a. When	it’s	time	for	bed

Pictured:	 Time	for	bed 
	 	 in	the	middle	of	the	day 
  In the early morning 
  Waking up

the sisters thought doris was scared. in 
the morning, they made fun of her.

Q. how	do	the	sisters	think	Doris	feels? 
a. scared

Pictured: Doris scared in the dark 
  Doris sleeping in the dark 
  Doris happy 
	 	 Doris	eating	breakfast	in	the	daytime

doris wanted to tell them that she was not 
scared. but she didn’t think they would 
believe her.

Q. What does Doris want to do? 
a. To tell them she was not scared

Pictured:  
	 Doris	explaining	fashion	to	her	sisters 
	 Doris	playing	with	her	sisters	in	the	forest 
 Doris sleeping in the dark 
 Doris waking up

daddy deer heard the sisters. “Come here, 
my deers. i will tell you something.”

Q. Who is talking now? 
a. Daddy Deer

Pictured: Daddy Deer Doris 
  Deer sisters camel

“doris loves books. While you are sleep-
ing, she wants to read. that is why she 
hates the dark.”

Q. What does Doris like to do? 
a. read books

Pictured: Doris reading books  
  Doris sleeping 
  Doris eating 
  Doris running in the woods



FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

Carla was a camel who could not count. 
“one, two…” she began. “oh dear, what 
comes next?”

Q. What	kind	of	animal	is	Carla? 
a. a camel

Pictured: camel Deer 
  cat number Two

Carla’s mother got mad. She would not 
give Carla money for candy.

Q. how	does	Carla’s	mother	feel? 
a. Mad

Pictured: Mad camel mom  
  Delighted camel mom 
  Tired camel mom 
  candy

Carla got very sad, because she loved 
candy. She put her head in the sand and 
cried.

Q. Where did carla put her head? 
a. In the sand

Pictured:  sand  
  Trees 
  under the table  
  carla crying

Carla’s camel pals got sad, too. but then 
they found a way to help her.

Q. Who will help carla? 
a. carla’s pals

Pictured: camel pals camel mom 
  camel teacher  Dog

“Connie Camel has two bumps. Conrad 
Camel has one. look at them both and 
count the bumps.”

Q. In the story, what is a “bump”? 
a. The hump on a camel’s back

Pictured: camel bump camel ear 
  camel nose camel tears

Carla looked at Connie. “one, two.” She 
looked at Conrad. “one.” then she looked 
at them both together. “one, two, three?”

Q. When did carla learn to count? 
a. When	her	camel	friends	stood	together

Pictured:  
	 When	her	camel	friends	stood	together 
 When she put her head in the sand 
 When her camel mother got mad 
 at night
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Kindergarten Vocabulary

in winter i get up at night 
and dress by yellow candle light.

Q. In winter, when does he get up? 
a. at night

Pictured: night early morning 
  noon Wintertime

in summer quite the other way i have to go 
to bed by day

Q. Where does he have to go? 
a. To bed

Pictured: Bed Dinner table 
  school outside

i have to go to bed and see  
the birds still hopping on the tree.

Q. Where are the birds? 
a. one the tree

Pictured: Birds on tree 
  Birds on ground 
  Birds in bed 
  child in bed

or hear the grown-up people’s feet 
Still going past me in the street.

Q. Who can he hear? 
a. Grown-up people

Pictured: 
 Grown-up people walking on street 
 cars on the street 
 Kids playing outside 
 cows in the field

and does it not seem hard to you,  
When all the sky is clear and blue,

Q. how does the sky look? 
a. clear and blue

Pictured: clear and blue sky 
  cloudy and rainy sky 
  night 
  Birds on ground

and i should like so much to play,  
to have to go to bed by day?

Q. What would he like to do? 
a. Play

Pictured: Play Got to bed 
  eat dinner Wintertime

FiCTion:		BeD	in	SuMMeR	BY	RoBeRT	LouiS	STevenSon



FiCTion:		hARLeY	hiPPo
Grade 1 Vocabulary

Harley Hippo on a hike met a baboon  
on a bike.

Q. Which animal did harley meet first? 
a. The baboon

Pictured: Baboon Moose 
  Fish rat

He found a leopard at the lake. He found a 
cricket in his cake.

Q. Where did harley find a cricket? 
a. In his cake

Pictured: cake Mountain 
  Branch heloise

He met a moose on a mountain. Fed a fish 
in a fountain.

Q. What	did	harley	do	after	he	met	the	
moose? 
a. Fed fish

Pictured: Fed fish Find cricket 
  Met baboon Met moose

He saw a turtle on a train. He saw a rat in 
the rain.

Q. Which animal was on a train? 
a. a turtle

Pictured: Turtle Fish 
  rat ranch

He met a rooster on a ranch. He met a blue-
bird on a branch.

Q. Where was the bluebird? 
a. on a branch

Pictured: Branch ranch 
  Fountain harley hippo

He saw a duck on a dome. He cried, “Hi 
Honey, i am home.”

Q. What does it mean to go on a “hike”? 
a. To take a long walk outdoors

Pictured:  
 harley hippo walking with thermos 
 heloise hippo waiting at home 
 Turtle on the train 
 rooster playing guitar



BUZZ FLY

FiCTion:		PoLLYWog	PeTe
Grade 1 Vocabulary

Mortimer Moose met Pollywog Pete in the 
middle of a puddle in the middle of the 
street.

Q. Which animal met Pete? 
a. Mortimer Moose

Pictured: Mortimer Moose  Dominick Duck 
  Dog ranch

“My, my,” said the moose. “Have you  
got no feet?” 
“not yet,” said Pete.

Q. What is Pete missing? 
a. Feet

Pictured:	 Frog	feet	 hippo	hand 
  rat whiskers Moose antler

then the pollywog grew in the puddle in 
the street.

Q. Where did the pollywog grow? 
a. In the puddle

Pictured: In puddle In trees 
  In mountain ranch

and Salamander Sue said, “Say there, Pete. 
it seems to me, you have two feet.” 
“too small,” said Pete.

Q. in	this	part	of	the	story,	what	do	 
	 Pete’s	feet	look	like?

a. small

Pictured:	 Pete	with	little	feet	  
	 	 Pete	with	big	feet 
  Pete with fins 
  Mortimer Moose

then a frog took a jog to the puddle  
in the street. 
“Fine day,” said the frog. 
“Come play,” said Pete.

Q. Which animal is Pete playing with? 
a. Another	frog

Pictured: 	 Another	frog	 Salamander 
  Duck Puddle

So they splashed about. then two hopped 
out. 
“Hurray!” said the frog. “You have two feet.” 
“You bet!” said Pete

Q. in	this	part	of	the	story,	what	do	Pete’s	 
	 feet	look	like? 
a. Frog	feet

Pictured:	 Pete	with	big	feet 
	 	 Pete	with	little	feet 
  Pete with fins 
  Dominick Duck



non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

Have you ever pet an animal? animals can 
feel furry, wet, or hard.

Q. What is this story about? 
a. animals

Pictured: animals Man 
	 	 Flower				Letters	of	the	alphabet

Cats and dogs are furry. their fur keeps 
them warm, even when it is cold.

Q. Which	animals	are	furry? 
a. cats and dogs

Pictured: cats and dogs  Worm 
  Bug  cold

Worms are different. they are wet. they 
can move anywhere. they don’t want fur. 
they almost never feel cold.

Q. Which animal is wet? 
a. The worm

Pictured: Worm cats and dogs 
  Bug Peacock

 turtles are funny. they are not furry. if you 
pet a turtle, it feels hard.

Q. how	do	you	know	that	a	turtle	feels	hard? 
a. By petting it

Pictured: Petting Watching 
  smelling Wet

the turtle carries his house on his back. it 
keeps the turtle safe.

Q. What does “house” mean in this story? 
a. The turtle’s shell

Pictured: Turtle shell a real house 
  Bed Box

When you pet an animal, you find out new 
things! You find out what animals are like.

Q. Which	animal	is	missing	from	this	story? 
a. a bird

Pictures: Bird Worm 
  Tree cats and dogs



BUZZ FLY

non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

on a farm, some animals live in the barn. 
the barn is a house for them.

Q. What lives in the barn? 
a. animals

Pictured:  animals in barnyard children 
  Farmer house

inside, cows line up for food. at night they 
sleep in the hay.

Q. Where do the cows sleep? 
a. In the hay

Pictured: hay night 
  Day Bed

the farmer milks the cows two times a day. 
He sells the milk in town.

Q. how many times a day does the  
	 farmer	milk	the	cows? 
a. Two

Pictured: number 2 number 1 
  number 3 number 4

Pigs live in this barn, too. the farmer uses 
them for meat.

Q. What is “meat”? 
a. This is meat .

Pictured: Meat Milk 
	 	 Plate	 Leaf

bats live at the top of the barn, in the roof. 
they fly around in the dark.

Q. Where	is	the	“roof”? 
a. There	is	the	roof.

Pictured:	 Roof	 Door 
  Window chicken

the farmer is not happy about the bats.  
but the barn is their house, too.

Q. how	does	the	farmer	feel	about	bats? 
a. angry

Pictured: angry happy 
  smelling hungry



non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

People do not have wings. but they can 
still fly in the sky if they take a plane.

Q. how can people fly? 
a. In an airplane

Pictured: airplane car 
  Truck Bird

People do not have fins. but they can still 
float if they take a boat.

Q. What are people missing? 
a. Fins

Pictured: Fin Foot 
  Mouth ocean

no person grows wheels on their toes. or 
on their arms. or anywhere at all.

Q. What are people missing?

a. Wheels

Pictured: Wheel arm 
  Foot Tooth

but they can still use wheels when they 

take a bus, drive a car, or ride a bike.

Q. What do buses, cars, and bikes have? 
a. Wheels

Pictured: Wheels Wing 
  Fin Bus

vehicles take us from one place to another. 
they go by air, water, or land.

Q. What	kind	of	water	does	the	story	talk	
about? 
a. a lake, river, or sea

Pictured: ocean Bath 
  Water glass airplane

but there is one thing vehicles can’t do. 
they can’t walk! 
only people and animals can do that.

Q. In this story, what can people do by  
themselves? 
a. Walk

Pictured:  Walk airplane 
  hand Wagon



BUZZ FLY

non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

When milk gets old, it does not taste good. 
Yuck! 
When berries get old, they turn brown and 
fuzzy. blech!

Q. What color are old berries? 
a. Brown

Pictured: Brown red 
  yellow White

Milk and berries do not stay fresh. You 
need to use them soon after you buy them.

Q. What	does	fresh	food	look	like? 
a. This	berry	is	fresh.

Pictured:	 Fresh	food	 Rotten	food 
  Plate Jug

if you cook berries, you can make jam. Jam 
will stay fresh, and kids like it.

Q. how do you make berries into jam? 
a. By cooking them

Pictured: cooking smelling 
  Berries eating

if you freeze milk, you can make ice cream. 
kids like ice cream, of course.

Q.	What	can	you	make	by	freezing	milk? 
a. Ice cream

Pictured: Ice cream Jam 
  Milk cake

Cooking and freezing do different things 
to food. but they can both make food last 
longer.

Q. Which	of	these	foods	lasts	a	long	time? 
a. Jam

Pictured: Jam Berry 
  Milk smelling

if you buy peas in a can, they also last a 
long time. not all kids like peas, but some 
do.

Q. What makes peas last a long time? 
a. a can

Pictured: can Pail 
  Jug candy



non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

in the forest, you see lots of trees. but 
other things are part of the forest, too.

Q. What	do	you	see	lots	of	in	the	forest? 
a. Trees

Pictured:  Tree Picture 
   street sign Wheel

Small plants live on the forest floor. they 
love the shade made by tree leaves above.

Q. What is “shade”? 
a. This is shade

Pictured: shade sun 
  Window Farmer

birds carry seeds from one part of the for-
est to another.

Q. Which animal carries seeds? 
a. a bird

Pictured: Bird cat 
  soil Flower

From these seeds, new plants and trees 
grow. this way the forest keeps living.

Q. What	do	plants	and	trees	grow	from? 
a. seeds

Pictured: seed Tree 
  cooking Pail

bigger animals, like monkey and deer, live 
in the forest, too. 
they drink water from streams.

Q. Where do deer and monkeys drink water? 
a. The stream

Pictured: stream Bath 
  Water glass Deer

the shade keeps the streams from turning 
dry. the forest is a nice place to live.

Q. What is this story about? 
a. The	forest

Pictured: Forest  
  Flower 
  root  
	 	 Forest	with	no	trees	left



BUZZ FLY

Grade 1 Vocabulary

the face of a clock shows numbers. the 
hands move and point to these numbers.

Q. What does “hand” mean in this story? 
a. The	hand	of	a	clock

Pictured:	 hand	(of	a	clock	 hand 
  head number 1

behind the face, the real work goes on. 
Here, gears move the hands.

Q. What	moves	the	hands	of	the	clock? 
a. Gears

Pictured: Gear arm 
  Gas Win

the gears turn and lock into one another. 
they also lock into a pendulum.

Q. What does “lock” mean in the story? 
a. To fit together closely

Pictured: 
 Fit closely  
	 	(two	gears	locking	into	one	another 
 Door 
 lock with key 
 Belt

a pendulum is made when a weight is tied 
to the end of a string or cable.

Q. What	is	at	the	end	of	a	pendulum? 
a. a weight

Pictured:	 Pendulum	 hand	(of	a	clock) 
  rope hay

When a pendulum swings from side to 
side, each move lasts just as long as the 
last move.

Q. how does a pendulum move? 
a. By	swinging	back	and	forth

Pictured:	 Swinging	back	and	forth 
  Moving up and down 
	 	 Weight	falls	off	end	of	pendulum 
  car

this means that pendulums keep very 
good time. that’s why we use them for 
clocks.

Q. What	are	pendulums	used	for? 
a. clocks

Pictured: clock lock with key 
  Van house

non-FiCTion	SToRY:	unTiTLeD	SToRY



non-FiCTion:		unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

bridges take us across water. they bring 
two parts of a road together.

Q. Where would we find a bridge? 
a. over a stream

Pictured: stream Forest 
  cave happy

Without a bridge, we would need to take 
a ferry. Ferries are boats that make short 
trips.

Q. What	is	a	“ferry”? 
a. This	is	a	ferry

Pictured:	 Ferry	 Roof 
  Bridge Truck

With a bridge, we can travel faster. We 
keep going as if the water isn’t there.

Q. What can we do with a bridge? 
a. Travel over water

Pictured:  
 Travel	across	a	bridge	(over	water 
 swimming 
 sleeping 
 yelling 

Some bridges are simple. if we’re walking 
across a small creek, we can use a log.

Q. according to the story, how can we  
 cross a creek? 
a. By walking on a log

Pictured:  
 Walking on a log across a creek 
 airplane 
 Moving up and down 
 Tree

to cross a big river, a log won’t work. We 
need a bigger, stronger bridge.

Q. according to the story, what won’t work to 
cross a big river? 
a. a small log

Pictured:  
 small log not big enough to cross big 
river 
 Bridge 
 Whale 
 Path through the woods

Some cities have rivers running through 
them. they have a bridge on every street!

Q. Where can you find bridges on  
 every street? 
a. In some cities

Pictured: city with river  
  Desert 
  Map 
  Walking on a log across a creek
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non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

Satellites are big machines in outer space. 
they move around the earth. Some move 
fast. others move slowly.

Q. What do satellites move around? 
a. The earth

Pictured: earth Desert 
  city root

Powerful rockets send satellites into space. 
the rockets travel quickly and burn lots of 
gas.

Q. how do satellites travel to space? 
a. With a rocket

Pictured: rocket Bus 
  cab night

once the satellite is in space, forces from 
the earth make it travel a certain path.

Q. What does “path” mean in this story? 
a. The way a satellite goes as it moves around 
the earth

Pictured:  satellite in orbit around earth 
  Path through the woods 
  Walking on a log across a creek 
  city

We use satellites for many purposes. Some 
take pictures. Some send tv programs.

Q. What can a satellite do? 
a. Take pictures

Pictured: Taking photos Vacuum 
  Mop Day

other satellites send telephone messages 
to people on the other side of the world.

Q. Who does the satellite send messages to? 
a. People	on	the	other	side	of	the	world

Pictured: People  Farmer 
  cats and dogs  Desert

Satellites are made to work by themselves. 
but when they break, they are hard to fix.

Q. When do satellites make trouble? 
a. When they break

Pictured: satellite breaking 
  satellite in orbit around the earth 
  Taking photos 
  rocket



Kindergarten Vocabulary

nat was good with a ball and bat. almost 
as good as Matt the Cat. Who was nearly as 
good as Pat the Rat. 
one day nat said, “let’s play ball!”  
but not outside. they played in the hall.

Q. What was nat good with? 
a. a ball and a bat

Pictured: a ball and a bat    Pat the rat 
  a mitt and cap     Matt the cat

nat gave a tap with the tip of his bat…and 
the ball hit the mitt of Matt the Cat. 
“You’re out!” said Matt.  
“You’re out!” said Pat. 
“drat!” said nat, and he sat on his hat.

Q. Which character is out? 
a. nat

Pictured: nat Matt the cat 
  Pat the rat hat

then Matt was up and he had the bat, but 
he missed the ball. 
“Strike one!” said Pat. but Matt the Cat 
knew what to do. 
He tried again…and missed. “Strike two!”

Q. What did Matt the cat miss? 
a. The ball

Pictured: The ball The bat 
  The window Matt the cat

one more time. Matt had the bat and hit 
the ball…the ball hit nat. 
“drat!” said nat, and took off his hat.  
“i guess i’m out,” said Matt the Cat

Q. Which character was hit by the ball? 
a. nat

Pictured: nat Matt 
  Pat the rat Bat

last one up was Pat the Rat (the best of all 
with a ball and bat). 
“Smack!” went the bat. up went the ball. 
back went nat against the wall. 
Matt ran down to the end of the hall.

Q. Which character was up last? 
a. Pat the rat

Pictured: Pat the rat Matt the cat 
  nat a ball and a bat

Q. Where did Matt run? 
a. To	the	end	of	the	hall

Pictured:	 end	of	hall	 into	a	door 
  Park Baseball diamond

PASSAge	CoMPRehenSion	exeRCiSe:	 
FasTer PassaGe PresenTaTIon

FIcTIon aDaPTeD FroM naT anD MaTT anD a raT naMeD PaT
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but no one came close to getting the ball. 
“Home run!” said Pat. 
“Home run!” said Matt. 
“Home run!” said nat, and jumped on his 
hat. 
the ball was a fly. it went out the window 
and into the sky!

Q. Where did the ball go? 
a. The ball went out the window .

Pictured: Ball out window 
  nat was hit with ball 
  rat yelled 
  Ball went into Matt’s mitt

Q. What did nat jump on? 
a. his hat

Pictured:  hat shoe 
  Mitt nat

FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

the Rat family and the Cat family are going 
on holiday together. they drive for two 
hours.  
then daddy Rat says, “let’s stop to eat.”  
So the little Rats and the little Cats jump 
out of the car.

Q. Which animals are going on holiday? 
a. rats and cats

Pictured: rats and cats camels 
  Deer People

Q. how do the animals go? 
a. By car

Pictured:  By car By plane 
     By train By boat

Mommy Rat sees an old pumpkin at the side 
of the road. it has been there since Hallow-
een. 
“great!” says Mommy Rat. “aged pumpkin 
will go well with this rotten apple juice.” 
She gives everyone a slice of pumpkin and 
a glass of juice.

Q. What does Mommy rat find? 
a. a pumpkin

Pictured:   Pumpkin apple 
	 	 Candy	 Side	of	the	road

Q. When was the pumpkin put on the road? 
a. on halloween

Pictured:	 halloween	 Fourth	of	July 
  new year’s easter



Mommy and daddy Rat put their juice 
glasses in the air. 
“to your health!” they say. and the Rat 
family digs in. 
but the Cat family just sits there. they do 
not eat their pumpkin. 
they do not drink their apple juice.

Q. Which animals are eating? 
a. rats

Pictured: rats cats 
  camels Pumpkins

little katie Cat begins to cry. “i want to go 
back to the city!” she says 
“i cannot eat this pumpkin! it is old! 
Mommy Cat, please can’t we have some 
nice, fresh tuna for lunch?”

Q. how	does	Katie	Cat	feel? 
a. She	feels	sad.

Pictured: Katie cat crying    
  Katie cat happy 
  Katie cat bored 
  Mouse

Mommy Cat looks at katie. then she looks 
at her plate of pumpkin. She is not sure 
what to do. then Mommy Cat walks back to 
the car. in the back seat, she finds what she 
is looking for — three tin cans, and a can 
opener.

Q. how does Mommy cat go to the car? 
a. she walks .

Pictured: Walking running 
  Jumping Bird

Q. Where does Mommy cat find cans? 
a. In the car

Pictured:  car under table 
  sand Katie cat crying

Mommy Cat says, “How about a little some-
thing on the side! 
We have nice cat food from a can. there is 
enough for all.” 
but the Rat family is already full with 
pumpkin. So the Cats eat quietly from their 
cans. and no one says anything.

Q. Which	animals	eat	from	the	cans? 
a. The cats

Pictured: cats rats 
  Deer apple
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Grade 1 Vocabulary

gordon saw a scarecrow in a bean patch. 
“Hello,” said gordon. the scarecrow didn’t 
answer. 
gordon leaned on the garden wall. 
“Hey you! Hello,” he said; 
the scarecrow did not answer.

Q. What did Gordon see in the bean patch? 
a. a scarecrow

Pictured: scarecrow cricket 
  Bird log

Q. What does “lean” mean in this story? 
a. To rest against the wall

Pictured Gordon leaning on wall 
  Gordon climbing over wall 
  Gordon hopping over cricket 
  Bean

gordon climbed over the wall.  
“Why won’t you talk?” he asked. “do you 
have a cold?” 
the scarecrow didn’t answer. 
“are you sad?” asked gordon. “are you 
tired of standing in the bean patch all day? 
do you want to play with me?” 
the scarecrow didn’t answer.

Q. Where is Gordon now? 
a. In the bean patch

Pictured: In the bean patch 
  Just outside the bean patch 
  hat home with book 
  In a tent

“You don’t like me, do you?” said gordon. 
“You don’t want to talk to me. but i’ll make 
you talk. i’ll pick a bean from your garden.” 
gordon picked the biggest bean he could 
find.

Q. What did Gordon pick? 
a. a bean

Pictured: Bean Flower 
  apple ostrich

“aren’t you going to holler?” he said to the 
scarecrow. 
the scarecrow didn’t answer. So gordon 
ate the bean. 
“i ate your bean,” he said.  
“Hey scarecrow, i ate your bean.” 
the scarecrow didn’t answer.

Q. Which character ate the bean? 
a. Gordon

Pictured: Gordon       scarecrow 
  Ice cream cone    Bean patch

gordon looked at the scarecrow and 
scratched his head. 
“i don’t think you can talk,” he said. “You’re 
just an old heap of straw with no feelings 
at all.”

Q. What did Gordon scratch? 
a. his head

Pictured: head Feet 
  arm Tummy

FiCTion:	goRDon	AnD	The	SCAReCRoW



Q. What is “straw? 
a. Dried plant stalks, like hay

Pictured:  straw     scarecrow’s hat 
	 	 Scarecrow’s	hat			garden	fence

all at once gordon felt silly standing in the 
bean patch. He climbed over the garden 
wall. “So long, you old heap of straw,” he 
said. “So long,” said the scarecrow.

Q. how did Gordon leave the bean patch? 
a. By climbing over the wall

Pictured: Gordon climbing over the wall 
  Gordon hopping over sticks 
  Gordon going up stairs 
	 	 Baboon	hanging	from	tree

Q. Which character did the most talking  
 in this story? 
a. Gordon

Pictured:  Gordon scarecrow 
  Bean Plant ice cream cone

FiCTion:		RAvenouS	RALPhie
Grade 1 Vocabulary

Ralphie was ravenous.  
He had a heavy appetite.  
always ate all his food. 
 every bite. every bite. 
time for dinner. never late.  
after dinner, clean plate. 
Ravenous Ralphie ate and ate.  
ate and ate.

Q. What does ralphie like to do? 
a. eat

Pictured: ralphie eating 
  ralphie next to dog 
  ralphie in bed sick 
  clock

at the table, Ralphie said,  
“Pass the jam, pass the bread. 
Pass the ham, pass the peas.  
More please! More please!” 
table bare. don’t care.  
Ralphie ate the silverware. 
Mama cried, “Ralphie, wait!”  
Ralphie ate his dinner plate.

Q. What	did	Ralphie	eat	after	finishing	 
	 his	food? 
a. The silverware

Pictured: silverware  corn 
  Bread and jam  car

Q. Who said “ralphie, wait!”? 
a. Mama

Pictured: Mom Dad 
  ralphie red car
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time for supper, time to eat.  
“Pass the corn, pass the meat. 
Pass the rice, pass the cheese. 
More please! More please! 
time for bath, time for bed.  
Ralphie wants to eat, instead. 
What is that crunching noise?  
Ralphie’s eating all his toys!

Q. What is ralphie supposed to do  
	 after	dinner” 
a. Take a bath

Pictured: Bathtub  
  Walk in the moonlight 
  ralphie eating dinner 
  ralphie eating plate

Q. Who is making the crunching sound? 
a. ralphie

Pictured: ralphie Mom 
  Teddy bear cup and spoon

Call the doctor! Call him, quick!  
Ralphie must be really sick! 
Papa cried, “no dial tone!” 
Ralphie ate the telephone! 
ate the cord, ate the plug. 
now he’s chewing on the rug!

Q. What	did	Ralphie	eat	before	chewing	on	
the rug? 
a. The telephone

Pictured: ralphie eating phone 
  ralphie crawling down stairs 
  Thermometer 
  clock

Ralphie nibbled up the stairs.  
ate the table, ate the chairs, 
every shelf and every book.  
every picture, every hook 
He chewed the china into bits.  
Ma and Pa were having fits! 
Chewed up everything around 
Chewed the house…to the ground!

Q. Who are having fits? 
a. Ma and Pa

Pictured: Mama and Papa  ralphie and dog 
  Just Mom    ralphie with sign

Mama, Papa couldn’t stay. took the boy 
and drove away. 
but they didn’t travel far.  
Ralphie gobbled up the car. 
ate the road right up the hill.  
Ralphie might be eating still. 
but suddenly, a lucky break!  
Ralphie got a tummy ache.

Q. how	did	the	family	travel? 
a. By car

Pictured: By car  
  By walking 
  By climbing down stairs 
	 	 Ralphie	asking	Mom	for	more

Q. how	does	Ralphie	feel	at	the	end	 
	 of	the	story? 
a. sick

Pictured:  sick happy 
  still hungry sausage



Grade 2 Vocabulary

gordon said to his friend Marvin, “i am go-
ing to go camping in the woods.” 
“oh, my,” said Marvin. “then you will need 
a warm coat and a hat and sturdy shoes.”

Q. What does Gordon want to do? 
a. Go camping in the woods

Pictured: camp in woods 
  reading book at home 
  Picking beans 
  eat ice cream cone

Q. What will Gordon need? 
a. a coat, hat, and sturdy shoes

Pictured coat, hat, and study shoes 
  leaves and flowers 
  candle 
  Marvin

gordon went to the closet. He got out his 
warmest coat and hat. 
He got out his sturdiest shoes.  
“now i am ready to go camping?” he said. 
“oh, no,” said Marvin. “You will need pots 
and pans for cooking.”

Q. Where did Gordon get his hat? 
a. The closet

Pictured:  closet Kitchen 
  cellar Pots and pans

gordon went to the kitchen. He got plenty 
of pots and pans from the cupboard. 
“now am i ready?” he said. 
“oh, no,” said Marvin. “it will be cold in 
the woods. You will need plenty of warm 
blankets.

Q. What did Gordon get in the kitchen? 
a. Pots and pans

Pictured:  Pots and pans   coat and hat 
  Flashlight   Gordon

Q. how will Gordon stay warm in the woods? 
a. With a blanket

Pictured: Blanket  candle 
  Pots and pans  Woods

So gordon went to the closet. He took out 
all the blankets. 
“now i am ready, please?” he said. 
“not yet,” said Marvin. “You will need lots 
of food to eat.” 
gordon went back to the kitchen. He took 
bread, apples, crackers, and milk.

Q. Where	did	gordon	get	food? 
a. The kitchen

Pictured: Kitchen closet 
  Woods apple

Q. What	food	will	gordon	bring? 
a. apples

Pictured: apples Bananas 
  Ice cream cloth sack

FiCTion:		goRDon	goeS	CAMPing
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gordon had so many things to carry; he 
could hardly walk out of the kitchen 
“now am i ready?” he said.  
“Yes,” said Marvin. “now you are ready.” 
gordon sat on the floor.  
“Marvin,” he said, “i can’t carry all these 
things.”

Q. how	does	gordon	feel	right	now? 
a. overloaded

Pictured:  
 Gordon on floor, surrounded by stuff 
	 gordon	at	breakfast	table 
 Gordon hiking through the woods 
	 gordon	before	putting	on	coat	or	 
   gathering any stuff

                                

“i think,” said Marvin, “that you will need 
one more thing.” 
“What?” said gordon. 
“Me!” said Marvin. “i will help you carry 
everything.” 
So gordon and Marvin went camping 
together. and gordon had packed so well, 
there was plenty for both of them.

Q. Who went camping in the woods? 
a. Gordon and Marvin

Pictured:  Gordon and Marvin 
  Gordon only 
  Marvin only 
  Tent with no one visible

FiCTion:	CoMe	BACK,	hAYLeY
Grade 2 Vocabulary

Hayley was a cow. not an ordinary cow. 
by no means, no, not an ordinary cow. 
every ordinary cow stood around all day, 
going, “munch, munch, munch,” on ordi-
nary hay.

Q. In the story, what do ordinary cows do? 
a. Munch hay

Pictured: cows munching hay 
  cow playing banjo 
  hayley singing 
  horse

but Hayley made a hoof go, “tap, tap, tap,” 
and the rooster on the roof go “flap, flap, 
flap,” and the chickens in the pen go “peep, 
peep, peep,” and the sheep in the glen go 
“leap, leap, leap.”

Q. Which animal said “peep, peep, peep?” 
a. The chicken

Pictured: chicken Dog 
  sheep Frog

Q. In the story, where is the rooster sitting? 
a. on	the	roof

Pictured: 	 on	the	roof	 in	the	snow 
  suitcase Tractor



“She thinks she’s hip, big cheese, big wow,” 
said an ordinary cow to an ordinary cow. 
“but she acts like a fool when she acts that 
way. no head to the ground, no nose to the 
hay!”

Q. Which animals are talking about hayley? 
a. ordinary cows

Pictured: ordinary cows 
	 	 Duck,	chicken,	frog,	dog 
  Dog 
  Farm in distance

and Hayley said, “Moo! What’s the matter 
with you?  
What’s wrong with a song or a tap or two? 
it cheers me up when i feel blue.”  
and the animals cheered, “Me too, me too!”

Q. Which animal said, “What’s the matter  
 with you?”

a. hayley the cow

Pictured: hayley Duck 
  Frog Pony

but the cows just booed, and they brooded 
and they mooed, 
“We’ve got no use for a cow so rude! take 
off, be gone, you maniac moo!” 
So Hayley went away…and the sun did, 
too.

Q. What did hayley do when the cows booed? 
a. Went away

Pictured: Went away 
  Played song on banjo 
  sang song with flower 
  ordinary cows

the sky turned gray, and the air turned 
cold, and it snowed all day. 
and they all cried, “Hayley, where are you? 
We’ve got no sun! We’re turning blue!” 
and the ordinary cows cried, “Moo hoo 
hoo! Come back, come back! We want you, 
too!”

Q. What	was	it	like	after	hayley	left? 
a. snowy

Pictured:	 Snowy	farm 
	 	 Sunny	farm 
  Duck and sheep dancing 
  hayley

Q. how	do	the	ordinary	cows	feel	now? 
a. sad

Pictured: sad       cow eating 
  Dancing   other animals dancing

then the sky got clear, and the sun came 
out. 
“She’s here, she’s here!” and Hayley made a 
comeback, “tap, tap, tap!” 
and the rooster made a comeback, “flap, 
flap, flap!” 
and so did the duck and the chicken and 
the hen. and Hayley made a deep, deep 
bow.

Q. After	her	comeback,	what	does	hayley	do? 
a. Takes a bow

Pictured: Taking a bow 
  hayley leaving 
  sitting in the moon 
  hayley’s suitcase
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NON-FiCTiON: UNTiTLED STORy
Kindergarten Vocabulary 

Sometimes, kids do not want to take naps. 
the teacher says to lie down. but it is hard 
to be quiet. the kids want to play with 
trains, or tricycles. or they want to sing a 
song. they don’t want a nap.

Q. In the story, what do kids want to play 
with? 
a. Toy trains

Pictured: Toy train Guitar 
  Puppy Petting

Q. Who tells the kids to lie down? 
a. The teacher

Pictured: Teacher Farmer 
  children Bird

but the teacher knows that the kids are 
tired. She tells them to close their eyes. She 
turns out the lights. the room gets dark. 
Some kids get a sleepy feeling. they start 
to nap. but others cannot.

Q. What does the room look like? 
a. Dark

Pictured: Dark room Bright room 
  sun Forest

the teacher speaks in a soft, low voice. 
“if you can’t sleep, try to count to ten,”  
she says. 
“each time you count, picture a sheep.  
We call this counting sheep. it helps you 
fall asleep.” 
Some of the kids count. one…two…
three…

Q. What animal might the kids count  
 when they can’t sleep? 
a. sheep

Pictured: sheep cats and dogs 
  number 4 Dreaming

Q. Who is counting sheep? 
a. The kids who can’t sleep .

Pictured: children who can’t sleep 
  animals 
  Teacher 
  number 2

as the kids count, they get sleepy at last. 
the room gets quiet. no one is moving any 
more. the teacher reads a book. She sits 
very still. She does not want to wake the 
kids.

Q. Who is sleeping? 
a. The kids

Pictured: children Teacher 
  Bird Book



non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Kindergarten Vocabulary

Children like to talk with their pals. they 
tell stories. or they talk about their fami-
lies. Children who cannot hear like to talk, 
too. Sometimes they talk with their hands 
and arms. they can say just as many things 
as hearing children.

Q. Who likes to talk? 
a. children

Pictured: children King 
  animals arm

Q. What do some children use when they talk? 
a. Their hands

Pictured: hand Toe 
  Guitar smelling

When you talk with hands and arms, you 
make signs. each sign is like a word. You 
can make signs for rabbits, bears, and cats. 
You can make signs for running, jumping, 
or being sad. You can make signs for letters 
like a, b, C, or d.

Q. What does “sign” mean in this story? 
a. a word made with the hands .

Pictured: a word street sign 
  sad The letter a

the kids start to dream. they go places 
they have never been. they fly. they ride 
tricycles in the air. they go faster than 
birds. they even go faster than planes. 
they wave at their families who are down 
below.

Q. What	happens	after	the	kids	fall	asleep? 
a. They dream

Pictured: Dreaming 
  Talking 
  Taking photos 
	 	 Forest	with	no	trees	left

Q. how do these kids travel in their dreams? 
a. on flying tricycles

Pictured: Flying tricycle Bus 
  camel Flower

the teacher rings a bell. 
“it is time to get up,” she says. but now, the 
kids want to sleep. they are still dreaming. 
the bell rings again. Slowly, the kids get 
up. the nap is over. it is time to play again.

Q. What is this story about? 
a. Taking a nap

Pictured: sleeping swimming 
  Toy train airplane
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When you make signs, you also move your 
face a lot. You move your head, too. this 
helps other people to see what you want to 
say. You can also use your eyes. 

Q. What do you move when making signs? 
a. your head

Pictured: head Foot 
  hair children

Sometimes children hear some things, but 
not others. they may hear parts of what 
you say. but they do not hear everything. if 
you have a pal like this, he may look at you 
closely when you talk.

Q. According	to	the	story,	what	is	hard	for	
children like this? 
a. hearing

Pictured: hearing Petting 
  Turtle shell Piano

Q. What	would	your	pal	do	if	he	cannot	 
 hear everything you say? 
a. look at you

Pictured: looking smelling 
  Walking cooking

if you have a pal who cannot hear at all, 
you could learn some signs. it is not hard. 
to say the letter o, make an o with your 
hand. to say the word “wow,” make fans 
with both hands.

Q. What does the word “letter” mean in  
 the story? 
a. A	letter	of	the	alphabet

Pictured:	 Letters	of	the	alphabet 
  letters in the mail 
  street sign 
  Map

it does not help to yell. if you don’t know 
how to make a sign, draw a picture. a pic-
ture is another way to tell a story to your 
pal. use lots of colors. Your pal will see 
what you want to say.

Q. how will you tell a story to your pal? 
a. By drawing a picture

Pictured: Picture yelling 
  Watching ear

Q. What should your picture have? 
a. colors

Pictured: colors The letter a 
  number 2 Book



non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

teeth are an important part of the body. 
We need them to eat. if you look at your 
teeth, you will see two different kinds. the 
teeth in the front of your mouth are sharp 
and thin. 

Q. how do we use our teeth? 
a. For eating

Pictured: eating sleeping 
  smelling ear

Q. how	many	different	kinds	of	teeth	 
 do you have? 
a. Two

Pictured: 2     1     3     4

Sharp teeth are good for biting. they help 
us take a bite of bread, or of an apple. the 
teeth in the back of your mouth, though, 
are dull and thick. these teeth are better 
for chewing.

Q. What does “thick” mean in this story? 
a. It is big across, not thin

Pictured: Tooth, dull and thick 
  Tooth, thin and sharp 
  other tooth 
  apple

When babies are born, they don’t have any 
teeth. they can’t bite or chew. So they do 
not eat food like bread or apples. instead, 
they drink milk. When they grow teeth, 
they start to eat food like we do.

Q. Who have no teeth? 
a. Babies

Pictured:  Baby children 
  Teacher Tree

Q. What do babies drink? 
a. Milk

Pictured: Milk Wine 
  Jam Baby

but baby teeth are very small. they fit ba-
bies and small kids. but they do not fit big-
ger kids. bigger kids have bigger mouths. 
these kids need teeth of a different size. 
this is why baby teeth fall out.

Q. What do baby teeth look like? 
a. small

Pictured: small tooth Big tooth 
  lip nose
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When baby teeth fall out, they make way 
for adult teeth. at first, the missing tooth 
leaves a hole. but after a few weeks, anoth-
er tooth starts to grow. it’s much bigger! it 
should last the rest of your life.

Q. What does “hole” mean in this story? 
a. a space where a tooth belongs

Pictured:  Kid with missing tooth 
  hole 
  Tooth, dull and thick 
  Tooth, thin and sharp

Sometimes, even adult teeth fall out. this 
happens when a tooth is sick or hurt. it’s 
pretty hard to eat adult food when teeth 
are missing. if you take care of your teeth, 
they won’t get sick.

Q. When	do	adult	teeth	fall	out? 
a. When they get sick

Pictured:  sick tooth Day 
  night hungry

Q. What is this story about? 
a. Teeth

Pictured: Tooth eating 
  Milk Baby

non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 1 Vocabulary

Some people love city life. they can get 
to downtown very quickly. they meet 
interesting people from all over. they see 
movies and plays. they go to bookstores 
and parks. they even like the busy streets, 
and the noise.

Q. In this story, where are the busy streets? 
a. In the city

Pictured: city country 
  Forest Bookstore

City people mostly live in apartments. 
they walk to some places, and take the bus 
to others. Sometimes they own a car, but 
often they do not. this can be hard some-
times. but they like things better that way.

Q. Where do city people live? 
a. In apartments

Pictured: apartment house 
	 	 Roof		Population	(group	of	people)

Q. how do city people get around? 
a. They take the bus

Pictured:  Bus       airplane 
  swimming  Path through the woods



other people don’t like the city very much. 
they don’t understand what the fuss is 
about. they want to escape the noise of 
the city. they want to see trees and grass. 
these are country people.

Q. What do country people want to see? 
a. Trees

Pictured: Trees city 
  street sign Teacher

Q. What does “escape” mean in this story? 
a. leaving the city

Pictured: 
	 Driving	out	of	the	city	and	into	the	coun-
try 
	 escaping	from	jail 
 Dreaming 
 yelling

Country people might be farmers, or they 
might have other jobs. they mostly live 
in houses. they like to have lots of space 
around them. there aren’t too many buses 
around. When they need to go somewhere, 
they drive.

Q. Where do country people live? 
a. In houses

Pictured: house apartment 
  nest Farmer

Q. how do country people go places? 
a. They drive a car .

Pictured: car  Bus 
  Flying tricycle  earth

the suburbs lie beyond the city. People 
who live in the suburbs want open space. 
but they want to be near the city, too. So 
they move somewhere in between. they 
try to find a house with a yard, or a deck.

Q. Where are the suburbs? 
a. Between the city and country

Pictured:   
 suburbs 
 city 
 satellite in orbit around the earth 
 Desert

it’s good to visit different places. that way, 
you can think about where you might want 
to live. the city, the country, and the sub-
urbs all have good parts and bad parts.

Q. What	might	be	missing	from	an	apartment	 
 in the city? 
a. a yard

Pictured: yard Book 
  lock with key city
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non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 2 Vocabulary

in the united States, we have many forms 
of government. the national government 
passes laws that are for everyone in the 
country. it also provides some services for 
people, like building roads that connect 
one state to another.

Q. What service does the national  
 government provide? 
a. Building roads

Pictured: Building roads 
  Pick up trash 
  Building playgrounds 
  u . s .

the President leads the united States 
national government. every four years, 
people vote for a new president. the Presi-
dent works with members of Congress and 
judges. these three branches of govern-
ment sometimes disagree. but still, they 
must work together.

Q. Who leads the national government? 
a. The President

Pictured:	 President	 Branch	of	a	tree 
  Judges hand

Q. how	many	branches	of	national	 
 government are there? 
a. Three

Pictured: 3 2 
  1 The letter a

the national government has a lot of 
power, but it is limited. it collects tax 
money from people. but it gives some of 
this money to state and city governments 
who decide how to spend it. every state 
and city decides differently.

Q. What does the national government  
 give to the city and state? 
a. Money

Pictured: Money car 
  candy city

For example, state and city governments 
build schools and playgrounds for kids. 
this means that schools in different cities 
are very different. in other countries, the 
national government builds schools. in 
those countries, the schools are mostly the 
same.

Q. What do city and state governments  
	 build	for	kids? 
a. Playgrounds

Pictured: Playground roads 
  skyscraper President



the state government has other roles, too. 
it makes laws about driving. When people 
learn to drive, they must follow the laws of 
the state they live in. if they move to an-
other state, they must learn different laws 
and maybe take a test.

Q. in	the	story,	who	is	following	the	state	law? 
a. The driver

Pictured: Driver cats and dogs 
  Wheel car

Q. When the drivers move to a different  
 state, what might they need to do? 
a. Take a test

Pictured: Taking a test 
  Paint car a different color 
  Walking on a log across a creek… . 
  Wheel

the city government takes care of local 
problems. it fixes city streets, and picks up 
the trash. it also sends policemen to the 
city neighborhoods. You can see that every 
country governs itself differently. So does 
every state, and every city.

Q. What does the city government do? 
a. Picks up the trash

Pictured: Pick up trash 
  satellite breaking 
	 	 open	refrigerator 
  Kid with missing teeth

Q. Which	government	takes	care	of	 
 “local” problems? 
a. The city government

Pictured: city state 
  nation school

non-FiCTion:	unTiTLeD	SToRY
Grade 2 Vocabulary

When people get hungry, they have differ-
ent ways to feed themselves. they can get 
up and see what is inside the refrigerator. 
if it’s empty, they can make a trip to the 
store.

Q. When do people go to the store? 
a. When	the	refrigerator	is	empty

Pictured:	 empty	refrigerator 
	 	 Full	refrigerator 
  eating 
  ham

When animals get hungry, they go looking 
for food. birds fly down from their nests 
to look for worms. Whales swim to places 
where there are lots of tasty shrimp. and 
cats run as fast as they can in order to 
catch mice.

Q. Which animal eats worms? 
a. The bird

Pictured: Bird Whale 
  cat Worm
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Q. how do cats catch mice? 
a. By running

Pictured:  running Meowing 
  Pail yelling

Plants need food, too, but they don’t eat 
worms, or shrimp, or mice. instead, their 
food comes from the soil. the roots of a 
plant lie underneath the ground. they 
bring food from the soil to the rest of the 
plant.

Q. Where	do	plants	get	their	food? 
a. From the soil

Pictured: soil Worm 
  Jam apple

Q. What does “root” mean in this story? 
a. The	part	of	the	plant	that	grows	 
 underground

Pictured:	 Root	 Leaf 
  Flower sun

Sometimes a plant uses up all the food that 
is near it in the soil. now what? Plants do 
not fly, swim, or run like animals do. they 
can’t move at all! but they need a way to 
find more food.

Q. Where is the plant stuck? 
a. In the soil

Pictured: In the soil nest 
  stream city

luckily, plants can do something about 
this problem. they stay in one place, but 
they grow and grow. underneath the 
ground, the roots of the plant grow longer. 
now the plant can reach sources of food 
that it could not reach before.

Q. how	does	the	plant	reach	more	food? 
a. By growing its roots

Pictured: Growing running 
	 	 Leaf	 Soil

imagine if your arm started to grow longer 
and longer. eventually it would grow so 
long that it would reach the refrigerator. 
You could open up the refrigerator and get 
some food without even moving! then you 
would be just like a plant.

Q. What	parts	of	you	would	grow	longer	 
 and longer? 
a. your arm

Pictured: arm neck 
  hair root

Q. What	could	you	do	if	your	arm	grew	long? 
a. You	could	open	the	refrigerator

Pictured:	 open	refrigerator	 Petting 
  cooking  Wing
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a
aDaPTIVITy 
With every mouse click, exercises in the Fast 
ForWord® product exercises adapt (or adjust) to 
the individual skill level of each participant to 
ensure participants are appropriately challenged.

aFFIX 
Prefix or suffix; sounds or letters attached to the 
beginning or end of a word or base to modify 
meaning or part of speech.

aTTenTIon 
The ability to focus on information and tasks, 
and ignore distractions.

auDITory DIscrIMInaTIon 
The ability to detect differences in sounds; may 
be gross ability, such as detecting the differences 
between the noises made by a cat and dog, or 
fine ability, such as detecting the differences 
made by the sounds of letters “m” and “n.”

auDITory MeMory 
The ability to retain information which has been 
presented orally; may be short term memory, 
such as recalling information presented several 
seconds before; long term memory, such as 
recalling information presented more than a 
minute before; or sequential memory, such as 
recalling a series of information in proper order.

auToMaTIcITy 
Automatic word recognition; the fast, effortless 
word recognition that comes with a great deal 
of reading practice (emerging and developing 
readers may be accurate, but slow and inefficient 
at word recognition). Continued reading practice 
helps word recognition become more automatic, 
rapid, and effortless. Automaticity refers only to 
accurate, speedy word recognition, not to read-
ing with expression.

b
BasIc sKIlls 
The building blocks for language and reading 
development: visual attention, auditory dis-
crimination, and sustained auditory attention. 
Fast ForWord® products provide exercises that 
improve sound sequencing skills, fine motor 
skills, hand-eye coordination, pattern recogni-
tion and color/shape identification. 

BraIn PlasTIcITy 
The ability of the brain to change through expe-
rience or learning.

C
cause anD eFFecT 
The connection or relationship between a precip-
itating event or reason, and its effects or results.

characTer TraITs 
Various aspects of the character in a passage or 
story; authors develop characterization by  
providing these.

coGnITIVe aBIlITy 
Intellectual ability; thinking and reasoning skills.

coGnITIVe sKIlls 
Memory, attention, perception and language skills, 
as used in phonological memory, phonological  
processing and memory, sentence memory and 
word discrimination, and sequencing.

coMPrehensIon 
The ability to derive the message or meaning 
from text; the reason for reading.

conTeXT clues 
Information from the surrounding words, illus-
trations, or sentences that helps give meaning to 
a specific word or phrase.

Glossary
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crITIcal ThInKInG 
The process of conceptualizing, applying,  
analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating 
information gathered from, or generated by, 
observation, experience, reflection, reasoning,  
or communication.

d
DecoDe 
To use the alphabetic principle (that each letter 
represents a speech sound) to sound out a  
word; decoding starts when the reader recovers 
the phonemes that the letters of a word ‘stand 
for’ and then blends those phonemes in a  
recognizable word.

DIGITally-enhanceD sPeech sounDs 
The use of computers to slow down and enhance 
the sounds that convey phonemes so that they 
can be differentiated.

DIrecTIonalITy 
The ability to accurately perceive the spatial 
orientation of print (e.g., the print concept of 
reading from left to right and top to bottom).

DraW conclusIons 
Use facts and inferences to make a judgment  
or decision.

F
FasT PoWer learnInG™ ForMula 
An acronym for Frequency and Intensity, 
Adaptivity, Simultaneous development, and 
Timely motivation; neuroscience-based prin-
ciples used by Fast ForWord® products to enable 
student learning.

FAST	FoRMuLA:	FRequenCY/inTenSiTY 
Occurring or repeating at short intervals. In the 
context of Fast ForWord® products, frequency and 
intensity refers to the recommended protocol 
of daily participation and concentrated activity.

FAST	FoRMuLA:	SiMuLTAneouS	 
DeVeloPMenT 
Exercising multiple skills at the same time. Each 
Fast ForWord® exercise focuses on a specific set 

of reading tasks and simultaneously develops 
underlying cognitive processes such as memory, 
attention, processing, and sequencing.

FAST	FoRMuLA:	TiMeLY	MoTivATion 
The Fast ForWord® exercises provide immedi-
ate rewards for correct responses. In addition, 
patented technologies give students only one 
opportunity per question to respond correctly, 
which reduces guessing and encourages students 
to maintain high levels of attention and effort.

FAST	FoRMuLA:	ADAPTiviTY 
With every mouse click, exercises in the Fast 
ForWord® product exercises adapt (or adjust) to 
the individual skill level of each participant to 
ensure participants are appropriately challenged.

FIGuraTIVe lanGuaGe 
Language which makes use of certain literary 
devices or literary techniques such as metaphor 
in which something other than the literal  
meaning is implied.

FIne MoTor DeVeloPMenT 
The achievement of precise and accurate move-
ment and use of hands and upper extremities, 
making possible accurate reaching, grasping, and 
manipulation of objects. 

Fluency 
The ability to read a text accurately and quickly. 
Fluent readers can decode and recognize words 
automatically and understand their meaning at 
the same time.

g
GraPheMe 
The smallest part of written language that rep-
resents a phoneme in the spelling of a word. A 
grapheme may be one letter, such as d, l, and p; 
or several letters, such as ch, sh, and th.

GraPhIc orGanIzer 
A visual device for organizing information 
around a concept, theme, or topic.
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H
hIGh-FreQuency WorDs 
Common words that appear very often in writ-
ten or spoken language (e.g., the, of, and, a, to, 
in, is, you).

i
InFer 
Draw meaning form a combination of clues in 
the text without explicit reference to something 
that was stated in the text.

InTerVenTIon sTraTeGIes 
Approaches to promote positive classroom 
behaviors and foster effective learning.

l
lanGuaGe sTrucTures 
grammatical elements found in every language 
(e.g., nouns, verbs, consonants, vowels).

learnInG MaPs™ 
An acronym for Memory, Attention, Processing, 
and Sequencing; foundational cognitive skills 
required for effective reading and targeted by 
Fast ForWord® products.

LeARning	MAPS™:	MeMoRY 
The ability to store information and ideas, which 
is essential for word recognition, comprehen-
sion of complex sentences, and remembering 
instructions. Includes both working memory and 
long-term memory.

LeARning	MAPS™:	PRoCeSSing 
The ability to accurately perceive and manipulate 
information. In the context of reading, process-
ing refers to the ability to distinguish speech 
sounds and identify letter and word forms.

LeARning	MAPS™:	SequenCing 
Placing the detail of information in its accus-
tomed order (e.g., days of the week, the 
alphabet). In the context of reading, sequencing 
is the ability to determine the order of letters 
within words or words within sentences.

LeARning	MAPS™:ATTenTion 
The ability to focus on information and tasks, 
and ignore distractions.

leTTer-sounD corresPonDence 
The principle that each letter represents a unit of 
sound (a phoneme).

M
MeMory 
The ability to store information and ideas, which 
is essential for word recognition, comprehension 
of complex sentences, and remembering instruc-
tions. Includes both temporary or ‘working’ 
memory and long-term memory.

MorPholoGIcal aWareness 
The ability to understand and correctly use the 
base words, small words, letters, and letter com-
binations that modify the meaning of a word 
(e.g., re/view) or its part of speech (e.g., sad/
ness).

n
neuroscIence 
Study of the brain and its functions, especially 
their relation to behavior and learning.

P
PhoneMes 
The smallest units of sound in spoken language 
that make a difference in the meaning of words. 
When added together, phonemes create syllables, 
which allow the creation of words; English 
contains 44 phonemes and these bear a compli-
cated relation to the 26 letters of the alphabet. 
Sometimes one letter represents one phoneme, 
but sometimes two letters represent a phoneme 
or one letter represents two phonemes. For 
instance, “ox” is made up of three phonemes: /
aa/, /k/, and /s/, “she” is made up of two pho-
nemes: /sh/ and /e/.

PhoneMIc aWareness 
The ability to hear, but also explicitly identify, 
and manipulate the sounds of spoken language.
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PhoneTIc sPellInG 
Spelling a word as it sounds: ‘bag’ has a phonetic 
spelling but ‘yacht’ does not.

PhonIcs 
A method of instruction in reading that is based 
on the alphabetic principle that there is a pre-
dictable relationship between phonemes (sounds 
in spoken language) and graphemes (letters that 
represent the sounds) that can be used to decode 
and read words.

PlasTIcITy 
The ability of a neural network to be reconfig-
ured or rewired; changing connections within a 
neural network.

PlaTeau-BaseD TransITIons 
Fast ForWord is designed to cross-train multiple 
skills within each exercise, but also to allow a 
student who is not progressing in one area to 
continue to advance in other areas. To accom-
plish this goal, some exercises use plateau-based 
transitions to allow the student to train on dif-
ferent material when the student becomes stuck 
on an aspect of the focus skill and is not able to 
progress immediately. Fast ForWord then returns 
the student to this material before allowing the 
student to complete the exercise.

PosT-reaDInG sTraTeGIes 
Strategies that take place after reading to help 
the reader consolidate, reflect and integrate 
new information and concepts with previously 
learned understandings.

Pre-reaDInG sTraTeGIes 
Activities that take place before reading to help 
the reader access relevant prior knowledge, 
preview the text, and attempt to predict the text’s 
topic or main idea and thereby set a goal and a 
purpose for reading.

ProcessInG 
The ability to accurately perceive and manipulate 
information. In the context of reading, process-
ing refers to the ability to distinguish speech 
sounds and identify letter and word forms and 
how these embody the relation between printed 
words and the spoken words they represent.

ProTocol  
Specific product process (e.g., Fast ForWord 
Reading Level 1: 50 minutes per day,  
5 days/week, 6-10 weeks.

R
reaD–alouDs 
Prose or poetry that is read aloud with students. 
Read-aloud texts are generally at a higher reading 
level than the listener would be able to read and 
comprehend independently.

reaDInG raTe 
The speed at which a selection is read, the read-
ing rate depends on the level of the text as well 
as the manner in which it is read, and on the 
purpose for reading.

rhyMe 
A property of the sounds of words in which 
words share key phonemes. The most common 
form of rhyme involves a match between the 
vowel and final consonants (e.g., perfect or exact 
rhyme: differing consonant sounds followed 
by identical vowel and word ending, as in “run, 
fun”). Rhyme is important to beginning readers 
because it helps draw their attention to the sys-
tematic relation between print and phonemes.  
It is also an important literary device because of 
its aesthetic appeal and because it can serve as an  
aid to memory.

rhyThM 
A sound device characterized by the musi-
cal quality created by a pattern of stressed and 
unstressed syllables. Rhythm helps to draw atten-
tion to the syllables in words and ultimately to 
the vowels.

S
sounD seQuencInG sKIlls 
The ability to recognize, analyze, and/or produce 
a number of sounds combined in sequence.

sIGhT WorDs 
Words a student can recognize on sight without 
applying phonics or other word-attack skills. 
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These tend to be the high frequency words, 
many of which do not use phonetic spellings.

sTory eleMenTs 
Basic parts of a story: setting, characters, plot, 
conflict, point of view, and theme.

suMMarIze 
Make a brief statement about the essential ideas 
in a text.

susTaIneD auDITory aTTenTIon 
The ability to concentrate on what is heard  
continuously over the course of many stimuli.

synTaX 
The structure of a language that concerns the 
formation of sentences. It is a set of rules which 
specify how grammatical markers and words are 
combined to make meaningful sentences. The 
rules of syntax make reference to words as ‘parts 
of speech’ (for instance, noun or adverb) and 
determine how these can be ordered, combined 
and moved about in the sentence.

t
TIMely MoTIVaTIon 
The Fast ForWord® exercises provide immedi-
ate rewards for correct responses. In addition, 
patented technologies give students only one 
opportunity per question to respond correctly, 
which reduces guessing and encourages students 
to maintain high levels of attention and effort.

v
VIsual aTTenTIon 
One of the basic skills necessary for language and 
reading development; it involves being able to 
focus on what the eyes are seeing.

VIsual DIscrIMInaTIon 
The ability to detect similarities and/or differ-
ences in materials which are presented visually, 
e.g., ability to discriminate ‘h’ from ‘n’, ‘o’ from 
‘c’, ‘b’ from ‘d’, etc.

VIsual MeMory 
The ability to retain a mental picture of informa-

tion which is presented visually; may be short 
term memory, such as recalling information pre-
sented several seconds before; long term memory, 
such as recalling information presented more  
than a minute before; or sequential memory, such 
as recalling a series of information in proper order.

VocaBulary 
Includes knowing the meaning of single words 
that represent objects, groups of objects, actions, 
relationships, qualities of space and time and 
knowing how these words function as parts of 
speech (e.g., nouns, verbs, etc.).

W
WorD recoGnITIon 
The ability to read or pronounce a word; usually 
implies that the word is recognized immediately 
by sight and that the student does not need to 
apply word analysis skills. Does not imply  
understanding of the word.

WorKInG MeMory 
The short-duration, limited-capacity memory 
system that simultaneously stores and manipu-
lates information in order to accomplish a task. 
Working memory specifically refers to a system 
that uses internal speech to store and manipu-
late information — as a series of letters, a list of 
words, a set of sentences. An analogous system 
called the ‘visual spatial scratchpad’ stores visual 
or graphic information. 
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